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[ PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ]

credential assessment for internationally educated engineers

ENGINEERS CaNaDa is seeking to 
be designated by the department 
of citizenship and immigration’s 
Express Entry Program as the agent 
to perform preliminary creden-
tial assessments of applicants for 
engineering work in all Canadian 
provinces and territories, although 
PEO will perform the final evalu-
ation of who will be licensed to 
practise engineering in Ontario.

Council is divided in their opin-
ions concerning this new initiative, 

which commenced operation in January of this year. 
Engineers Canada is seeking to be designated by the fed-

eral government to provide preliminary education credential 
assessments. Engineers Canada’s CEO Kim Allen, P.Eng., 
FEC, PEO’s five Engineers Canada directors, plus our own 
councillors, have been present for three full council discus-
sions on the subject. Paul Amyotte, P.Eng., FEC, Engineers 
Canada president, was present for one of these council meet-
ings and a luncheon discussion.

All nine of the other provinces and territories in Canada 
have tentatively endorsed the Express Entry Program, in 
which Engineers Canada is seeking designation as the ini-
tial preliminary credential assessment agency for engineering 
applicants, just as the Medical Council of Canada has been 
appointed for doctors. 

Personally, I have asked for and received assurance in writing 
from Engineers Canada that the following issues listed below 
are correct and protect PEO’s position as having the final say 
on who is granted a licence to practise engineering in Ontario. 
A copy of this letter answering my 12 questions defining  
the program, can be found at: www.engineerscanada.ca/ 
sites/default/files/adams_eca_-_20150112.pdf.

I am detailing nine of the controversial issues below so that 
our members will be knowledgeable and aware of these issues as 
we progress to implement this ongoing government initiative. 

These issues include:
1. There is debate on the need for more engineers in 

Ontario from abroad at this time. 
 While there is substantial confusion as to the effect 
of the current low price of oil on the market for engi-
neers across Canada, Engineers Canada plans to address 
this situation with a new, more comprehensive, labour/
market review in the near future. 

2. The fact that a similar immigration program established 
more than 15 years ago created the misconception for 
some applicants that Engineers Canada’s preliminary 
approval of credentials meant that they had already 
received approval for licensure caused some consternation.  
 In this new program, it will be made clear that the 
provinces have the sole responsibility for licensure and the 
final say on who will be licensed, a provincial prerogative.  
 Under the new program, Engineers Canada will also 
provide extensive information about practising engineering 
in Canada and provide free tools to do self-assessment of 
the applicants’ academics. Engineers Canada will also help 
to identify suitable applicants for engineering work under 
the national occupational classification codes used in the 
Federal Skilled Worker Program, providing the applicant 
early feedback on how their credentials compare to cre-
dentials obtained in Canada.  
 If an applicant chooses to proceed, he or she 
would be informed by Engineers Canada if they are 
eligible to apply for a licence. This may help the 
applicant in finding a job, or in deciding to come to 
Canada in the first place. 

3. Being assessed does not guarantee that a newcomer will 
get a job in their field, or at a certain level, or their 
work experience and professional credentials would be 
automatically recognized in Canada, or they will be 
licensed to practise in a regulated profession in their 
province of choice.

4. The applicant must acknowledge their understanding of 
the requirement to obtain a provincial licence to practise 
engineering in the province of their choice before they 
are permitted to apply for Engineers Canada’s initial 
educational credential assessment (ECA). They must 
also acknowledge that the preliminary assessment will 
determine only if they are eligible to apply for a licence. 
This will rectify the past misconception of not needing 
a provincial licence to practise, which was encountered 
15 years ago in that particular immigration program.

5. Engineers Canada will also advise the applicants to apply 
to the provincial regulator (PEO), where, in addition to 
education and experience requirements, PEO will also 
assess knowledge of engineering law, ability to com-

J. david adams, P.eng., fec 
President
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municate, good character, and other factors. It would 
be emphasized that only the regulator can confirm that 
academics meet the requirement for licensure, noting that 
some regulators take engineering experience into consid-
eration to waive some or all of any assigned exams.

6. Engineers Canada would also acknowledge that regulators 
can give an applicant specific information about the pro-
cess for being licensed, including steps the applicant can 
take before leaving their home country.

7. Engineers Canada will inform the applicant that the 
documents used in their preliminary educational assess-
ment that have been translated will be available to the 
engineering regulators for a period of 10 years. 

8. Should the applicant want points for express entry, Engi-
neers Canada will have available “fast track progress,” at a 
reduced cost, to facilitate the assessment to be performed 
by a provincial engineering regulator, to gain points in 
the Express Entry system.

9. If the applicant does not likely meet the minimum to 
be successful, Engineers Canada will suggest that the 
individual apply as a technologist or technician, or  
pursue alternative careers that do not require a licence 
to practise engineering. 

Newcomers are eager to contribute to the labour market in 
Canada. They want the opportunity to demonstrate their skills 
and experience. Hiring and integrating newcomers will have a 
positive impact on business and the Canadian economy.

The top two challenges to integrate newcomers into the 
labour market are difficulties in acquiring international cre-
dential recognition and obtaining Canadian work experience. 
Engineers Canada will try to ensure a newcomer makes an 
informed decision regarding coming to Canada and then help 
them on their path to full employment more quickly. 

I struggle to understand why council is divided on this 
important, helpful issue. 

This is my final president’s message, in that council has 
prevented me from running again for at least two to three 
years by way of a change to Regulation 941/90. This, in my 
opinion, runs contrary to the democratic right of every 
member to choose and elect whomever they want to be 
their president.

I say goodbye and thank all PEO members for having 
elected me to serve you. We have accomplished a good deal 
but could have done more for our profession. 

[ PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ]

This is especially true in the area of preventing catastrophic 
failures, such as occurred at Elliot Lake. You should be made 
aware that some nine months before the roof collapsed in 
the mall, Michael Hogan, P.Eng., and I had proposed to 
council the establishment of an “engineer of record” for each 
discipline on the job and a “coordinating engineer” to ensure 
that the work of all disciplines worked satisfactorily together. 
Yet none of these approved motions were ever put into effect 
through practice standards. 

We can do better.
Since graduating as a mechanical engineer in the McGill 

power and design option and being licensed as a practising 
engineer since 1957, later obtaining a master’s degree in busi-
ness administration at Western University under the Harvard 
case method of study, I have volunteered in the PEO chapter 
and committee systems for over 25 years, serving lately as 
president for three terms. 

My experience in engineering and business was with inter-
national firms manufacturing and mining overseas in England, 
the US, Brazil, South Africa, the European countries of France, 
Italy, Spain and Turkey, as well as in Canada, before acquiring 
my own manufacturing firm of 140 employees. 

Since this experience has been extensive and multi-faceted, 
it behooves me on leaving PEO as president to inform you 
that, in my opinion, PEO has a fundamental problem as a 
self-regulating authority with so large a council of 29 seats, 
with 15 of them, that is 52 per cent, appointed by the pro-
vincial government, plus an overly cautious committee system 
that seeks peer review on most subjects. 

Where are our decision makers? I am sure they are out 
there because they stop me and speak of this problem. Abil-
ity to act should be a prime function of council members. 
Personally, I have struggled to change this environment of 
government involvement over my time on council and in the 
office of president, to no avail. 

It is widely recognized in management studies in universi-
ties and in business that 12 to 15 members on a governing 
council or board make the most effective and timely decisions.

We fail as a progressive, self-regulatory body with 29 on 
council, about 800 committee volunteers, and a staff of over 
100, choosing extensive peer review on most issues instead of 
timely, well-thought-out information from staff and committees, 
LEADING TO DECISIONS!

We have lost our focus on the fundamentals of self- 
regulation, being distracted and crushed by well meaning,  
but less than important subjects, long, drawn out reviews and a 
reticence to make decisions at all levels, while Rome burns.

Thank you and goodbye.
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recyclable where 
facilities exist

to advise engineers who want to throw their hats in 
the ring. But one of the GLP’s greatest accomplish-
ments has been in facilitating 66 amendments to 
the Professional Engineers Act through the provincial 
government’s Open for Business Act, 2010. 

Howard Brown of Brown & Cohen Com-
munications & Public Affairs, PEO’s government 
relations consultant from the GLP’s inception, has 
always been confident the program would be a suc-
cess. But there was an “aha” moment, he says: “We 
knew we were firmly on the government’s radar 
when on a single day in 2010 two PEO chapters at 
two ends of the province held town hall meetings 
with two different senior ministers.”

Although the GLP has been successful in getting 
government to sit up and take notice of the profes-
sion, it’s not the only arrow in PEO’s quiver. PEO’s 
Ontario Centre for Engineering and Public Policy 
(OCEPP) also has much to be proud of in its efforts 
to forge government relations (p. 43). Launched 
in 2008, the centre’s main mandate was, and is, to 
engage engineers more fully in public policy devel-
opment. With seven years behind it, OCEPP is now 
poised to focus more on PEO-centric policy.

Between the GLP and OCEPP, it’s clear that 
whenever MPPs turn to PEO for guidance on policy 
matters, they’ll find nothing but co-operation and 
commitment from the province’s professional engineers 
to work together in partnership with government.

PEO’s Government Liaison Program (GLP) 
has become such a central fixture in the orga-
nization that it’s difficult to remember a time 
when it didn’t exist. But we pause this issue to 
remember what our government relations situ-
ation was like a decade ago–and how far it’s 
come (p. 20, 38).

Little did then Attorney General Michael 
Bryant, LLB, know what he was starting when 
he told then PEO CEO/Registrar Kim Allen, 
P.Eng., FEC, in 2005 that it was up to engineers 
to educate government about what the profes-

sion does–and the value of its self-regulatory status. That lone remark, 
made in the context of the difficulties PEO was having at the time with 
government’s failure to recognize PEO’s regulatory mandate, became, in 
essence, a galvanizing message to engineers eager for an opportunity to 
put their so-called “silent profession” status firmly in the past. 

Today, a well-oiled, province-wide machine with a small army 
of volunteer engineers at the ready, the GLP can be credited with 
cultivating in elected representatives a much greater awareness and 
understanding of PEO and the engineering profession than at perhaps 
any other time over the past 30 years or so. In its 10 years of opera-
tion, members involved in the GLP have organized town hall meetings, 
taken members of provincial parliament through a day in the life of 
an engineer with its innovative Take Your MPP to Work Days, made 
countless visits to MPPs, hosted PEO’s annual Queen’s Park recep-
tion, and offered expertise and advice to government on matters of 
policy that concern engineering. The GLP has even actively encouraged 
P.Engs to run for public office and has offered up campaign colleges 

Jennifer coombes 
Editor

GAINING GrOuND IN GOVErNMENt rElAtIONS
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through the Professional Engineers Act, Professional Engineers 
Ontario governs licence and certificate holders and regulates profes-
sional engineering in Ontario to serve and protect the public.

tHIS ISSuE: few would have foreseen that PEO’s disagreement 
with the provincial government on a building code issue would 
have opened the door to a new era of positive government 
relations. As PEO embarks on its second decade of government 
liaison work, it’s interesting to review how the regulator went from 
a little-known player to a trusted partner to government.
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[ NEWS ]

PEO and the Ontario housing min-
istry appear to be heading for an 
impasse over a misunderstanding 

related to recent amendments to the pro-
vincial Building Code Act.

The problem arose last May over a pro-
posed amendment to the act contained in 
the Ontario government’s Bill 14 (budget 
measures) legislation, which was passed by 
the legislature last July.

In particular, section 8(2) of the 
Ontario Building Code Act, 1992 appears 
to give chief building officials authority to 
decide on certain matters statutorily left to 
engineers and architects (see Engineering 
Dimensions, November/December, 2014, 
p. 10).

Despite objections from PEO at the 
time, the housing ministry subsequently 

announced it would be making no further changes to the amendment.
The act amendment allows building officials to refuse to issue a 

building permit if the drawings supporting the application include pro-
fessional designs of buildings that under the engineers’ and architects’ 
acts require either a P.Eng., an architect, or both.

PEO remains concerned as to how a building official will determine 
that a design submitted by either professional requires the involvement 
of the other. 

PEO representatives, including Johnny Zuccon, P.Eng., FEC, PEO’s 
deputy registrar, tribunals and regulatory affairs, and Councillor Chris 
Roney, P.Eng., BDS, FEC, met with housing ministry staff in December 
to discuss ways to assist building officials to determine when to involve 
PEO and/or the Ontario Association of Architects (OAA) in dealing with 
certain building permit applications. Leaders of both the OAA and the 
Ontario Building Officials Association (OBOA) also attended the meeting.

At the meeting, housing ministry officials asked PEO to support 
putting a building design and general review table into the Ontario 
building code (OBC) as an appendix. The table, which building offi-
cials had been using to determine when permit applications required 
the stamp of engineers or architects (or both), was included in the pre-
vious version of the building code.

However, the table was removed after PEO’s successful legal chal-
lenge of certain code reform initiatives in 2007. The court ruling made 
it clear that the matter of determining when an activity falls within the 

Efforts continuE to sEEk  
common ground on 

building code AcT 
By Michael Mastromatteo

practice of professional engineering is entirely within 
the purview of the Professional Engineers Act, and is 
administered and enforced by PEO. 

“Clearly it is not the role, or within the authority, 
of building officials to make these determinations,” 
says Chris Roney, one of three PEO officials asked 
to review the situation. “When the table was in the 
OBC–prior to the court ruling–it was common for 
building officials to use it, for example, to insist that 
an architect be retained on a project even if there 
were no architectural design activities associated with 
it, or in cases where such services were incidental 
and would not, therefore, require an architect.”

In place of the table, PEO and the OAA in 2007 
established a Joint Review Committee calling on 
building officials to “…review all documents sub-
mitted for permit and refer to the OAA and/or PEO 
any documents or information pertaining to permit 
submission or general review that [they] have reason-
able ground to believe will contravene the [architects 
or engineers] acts.”

In the eight years since its formation, however, 
the joint committee has not received a single case 
for review.

In late February, the PEO review team rejected the 
housing ministry’s request to put joint review infor-
mation back in an appendix to the building code. 

“PEO has asked the OBOA repeatedly for any 
cases or examples where the removal of the table from 
the OBC has led to any problems, or cases where the 
public was potentially impacted,” Roney says. “They 
have been unable to provide us with any examples, 
and so we have not been able to make any regulatory 
argument in favour of re-including the table in the 
OBC in any form. There is simply no evidence that 
there is a problem that requires resolution here.”

PEO is also concerned that by agreeing to have 
the table added to the building code, there might be a 
temptation to return to the inappropriate practice of 
building officials attempting to enforce it. “Though 
we certainly appreciate the vigilance of well-meaning 
building officials, we would prefer that they refer any 
matters of concern to PEO for our action rather than 
attempting to interpret and enforce the engineering 
act provisions themselves,” Roney says.

Despite this latest obstacle, PEO is committed to 
working with the housing ministry as a co-regulator 
in this area of professional engineering. PEO hopes 
to continue the dialogue and assist the ministry in 
addressing any shortcomings that may arise with 
the implementation of the latest Building Code Act 
amendments.
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This year, PEO will induct 
one Officer and seven 
Members into the Profes-

sional Engineers Ontario Order 
of Honour (OOH). The OOH 
is an honorary society of PEO. 
Its purpose is to recognize pro-
fessional engineers and others 
who have rendered outstand-
ing service to the engineering 
profession in Ontario, primarily 
through the association. The 
honorees will be recognized at 
a ceremony on Friday, April 
24, held in conjunction with 
PEO’s annual general meeting 
in Toronto.

christopher Yuen Fun 
Kan, p.Eng., FEc, who will be 
inducted as an Officer of the 
order, served on the Porcupine/
Temiskaming Chapter execu-
tive from 1993 to 1995 and 
from 2004 to 2008, including 
two terms as chair. Kan was 
successful in organizing chap-
ter events and advancing the 
work of PEO’s Government 

Liaison Program in his chapter. He also helped the chapter form a lasting partnership 
with Science Timmins, a volunteer-run charity that promotes science and technology 
throughout northeastern Ontario. Upon moving to Barrie, Kan continued his service 
to the profession through the Simcoe-Muskoka Chapter executive before dedicating his 
time to serving on PEO’s Repeal of the Industrial Exception Task Force and being an 
ambassador for the repeal. He has also served on the association’s Advisory Committee 
on Volunteers since 2010.

Oscar R. avila, p.Eng., MBa, who will be inducted as a Member, has made significant 
contributions to engineering education and government liaison outreach. During his time 
chairing the London Chapter’s Education Outreach Committee, Avila implemented and 
consolidated activities that encourage students to consider careers in engineering, including 
Mathletics competitions, career fair participation, and presentations at local high schools. 
Avila also chaired the chapter’s Government Liaison Program Committee, establishing 
strong relationships with current and past MPPs and, in 2011, successfully leading the 
committee’s staging of the chapter’s first all-candidates debate, which raised the profile of 
engineering locally and the issues affecting the profession. 

Michael Kwok-Wai chan, p.Eng., who will be inducted as a Member, championed the 
profession both as a volunteer and directly from association headquarters. As PEO chapter 
manager for eight years, he strongly supported the development of PEO’s Government Liai-
son Program (GLP) and associated GLP committees. Upon his retirement from PEO, Chan 
joined the executive of the Willowdale/Thornhill Chapter, where his knowledge of chapter 
operations helped improve the chapter’s business plans, activity reports and operations as 
a whole. He invigorated the chapter’s government relations efforts while chairing its GLP 
Committee for two years. Chan also put to work his experience with PEO volunteers as a 
member of PEO’s Advisory Committee on Volunteers, including three years as chair. 

Tapan Das, phD, p.Eng., who will be inducted as a Member, guided the Mississauga 
Chapter–one of PEO’s largest chapters–through one of its most productive and active years 
in 2010. He led by example, organizing and participating in many activities and representing 
the chapter externally at PEO functions. Das is a passionate advocate and mentor for those 
who received their engineering educations outside Canada. He also helped establish a men-
toring program for his home chapter and led a pilot project to incorporate the concept into 
several other chapters. Based on the success of this initiative, PEO council decided to expand 
the program province-wide into what is now called the Licensure Assistance Program.

Sucha Singh Mann, p.Eng., FEc, pMp, who will be inducted as a Member, tirelessly sup-
ports the profession through the Ottawa Chapter. A member of the chapter executive for 
the past decade, chairing it in 2007, Mann is recognized for organizing a wide range of 
events. Most notably, since 2006 he has led the staging of an annual sustainability seminar 
and panel discussion, which brings together industry experts, academics, policy-makers and 
chapter members. As a member and chair of the chapter’s Education Outreach Committee, 
Mann has promoted the profession to students at such events as science fairs, presentations 
and engineering challenges. He also initiated an engineering scholarship program with 
sponsorship from PEO and generated funding from the chapter for additional scholarships. 
Mann also launched the chapter’s awards program and has chaired its selection committee 
since 2011. 

John Simmonds, p.Eng., FEc, who will be inducted as a Member, has been a key part of 
the North Bay Chapter executive for the past 14 years and has led several chapter organiz-
ing committees dedicated to promoting the profession to students and the public, such as 

PEo’s order of Honour  
recognizes eight P.Engs

By Nicole Axworthy

Christopher Yuen Fun Kan, P.Eng., 
FEC, will be inducted into the 
Professional Engineers Ontario  
Order of Honour April 24.
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Engineer’s Day, bridge-building competitions, science 
fairs and students’ nights. Also, most recently, he was 
part of a chapter initiative that successfully advocated 
the establishment of an engineering degree program 
at Nipissing University. As a result of his efforts, the 
process to establish the program is now underway. 
It is hoped the program will attract local students 
wishing to study engineering and help companies in 
northern Ontario attract and retain engineers.

N. (Madu) Suthanan, p.Eng., FEc, who will be 
inducted as a Member, has shown a commitment to 
mentoring other international engineering graduates 
since immigrating to Canada in 1996, and has also 
been involved in creating programs for student out-
reach. They include PEO’s Engineer-in-Residence 
Program and a Mathletics competition hosted by 
Scarborough Chapter, where he has been a member 
for the past 12 years. In 2005, he helped develop a 
souvenir magazine for the chapter’s popsicle stick 
bridge-building competition that made enough in 
advertising and sponsorship sales for the chapter to 
award scholarships to first-year engineering students. 
In 2011, Suthanan created Mechatronics, a competi-
tion for high school students in which they must 
design, assemble and operate a car using parts pro-
vided by the chapter. 

Vera Straka, p.Eng., who will be inducted as a 
Member, was an integral member of the Women in 
Engineering Advisory Committee (WEAC), chair-
ing it during its transition from PEO to the Ontario 
Society of Professional Engineers. She also supported 
PEO’s partnership with the Ontario Women’s 
Directorate and NSERC’s Ontario Women in Sci-
ence and Engineering Chair to develop and roll 
out a training kit to support Ontario universities in 
removing barriers to the recruitment and retention 
of women in engineering faculties. A member of 
PEO’s Equity and Diversity Committee since 2011, 
Straka has shared valuable insight from her work 
with WEAC and Ryerson’s Women in Engineering 
Committee. She was also a positive role model as a 
volunteer in the Engineer-in-Residence program. 

Emma Barlow, EIT, has 
been named the recipient 
of this year’s G. Gordon 
M. Sterling Engineering 
Intern award. 

a civil engineering 
graduate of Queen’s 
University, Barlow has 
worked as a junior 
structural engineer for 
more than two years with Engineering 
for Industry in cornwall, Ontario. Working as 
part of a team responsible for meeting multi-
disciplinary design needs and ensuring projects 
adhere to budget and schedule, she is involved 
with projects from proposal writing, concept 
and detailing of the design through to imple-
mentation, site inspection and handover. 

Barlow is also an active member of pEO’s 
Upper canada chapter and has served as an 
executive member since 2012. her chapter 
involvement also includes service on the Educa-
tion Outreach committee and as bridge-building 
contest coordinator. 

her commitment to the engineering profes-
sion is further demonstrated by her volunteer 
work while at Queen’s University. She was an 
active member of Women in Science and Engi-
neering (WISE), participating in the outreach 
program to Winston churchill public School, 
teaching enrichment lessons in science and engi-
neering to girls in Grade 4.

The G. Gordon M. Sterling Engineering Intern 
award promotes leadership development and is 
available to engineering interns in good stand-
ing with pEO’s EIT program. Those chosen for the 
award demonstrate a commitment to their chosen 
profession, an interest in assuming leadership 
responsibilities within it, and a readiness to benefit 
from a leadership development experience.

“I am very optimistic about the future of the profession 

and the future of PEO. I look forward to a future where 

graduates of engineering schools see acquiring their P.Eng. 

as being as natural next step in their quest to achieve 

professional status as an engineer....Engineers need to 

be recognized as being engineers, and responsible to the 

profession, regardless of where their pursuit of innovation 

takes them.”
G. Gordon M. Sterling, P.Eng. 

2001 PEO Annual General Meeting Incoming President’s Speech
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an Alberta-based engineering firm is the first engineering orga-
nization on record to be convicted for violating provincial 
building code laws.

In November 2014, the Alberta provincial court convicted Williams 
Engineering Canada Inc. for endangering public safety relating to a 
June 2011 project involving renovations to a downtown Calgary under-
ground parking facility.

Williams Engineering was also found liable for failing to notify 
authorities of unsafe conditions. 

Calgary city officials said work performed by the firm compromised 
the structural integrity of the parking lot floor and led to the evacuation 
of seven businesses located in the building. Sentencing in the case is 
expected by June of this year.

In a November 3 media release, the City of Calgary described the 
Williams decision as a “landmark ruling” because it appears to be the 
first time in Canada that an engineering firm has been convicted for 
breaching provincial building codes legislation.

“We’re pleased with the ruling as it demonstrates [Calgary’s] com-
mitment to enforce Alberta’s building code and ensures that building 
construction does not endanger public safety,” Marco Civitarese, Cal-
gary’s chief building official, said in a news release.

The same release also says Calgary appears to be the only jurisdiction 
in Canada actively prosecuting breaches of a provincial building code.

Ola Malik, LLM, legal counsel for the city of Calgary, told Engineer-
ing Dimensions January 14 that the conviction puts all engineers on 
notice that they are not immune from building code legislation.

“I think what Williams Engineering demonstrated is that an 
engineer, especially an engineering consultant, is as involved in the 
construction process as players we would more closely associate with 
construction, like contractors doing the actual work,” Malik said. 
“When you have engineer consultants retained to provide advice 
and guidance on technical matters within their expertise [and] when 
contractors are relying on that technical expertise, then as far as I’m 
concerned those engineer consultants ought to be held responsible 
under the Building Code Act when they act negligently.”

In a January 20 interview, Matt Brassard, P.Eng., president of Con-
sulting Engineers of Alberta, said it’s important to alert association 
members and all consulting engineers as to what’s at stake with the 
Williams decision.

“I think, as engineers, we have an obligation to protect the health 
and safety of the public and, as professional consulting firms, I think 
that obligation extends up to the business unit and to the business 

itself,” he said. “So [the Williams decision] is a bit 
of a wake-up call, because I think there are a lot of 
dynamics at play when businesses make decisions 
and they are not necessarily always in alignment 
with our calling as practitioners. It does start to 
cause some potential issues and conflicts.”

James Douglas, manager, building code 
operations and technical support for the Ontario 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, told 
Engineering Dimensions February 19 that while 
there are similarities between the Ontario and 
Alberta building codes, it’s unlikely an Ontario-
based engineer would be prosecuted for action akin 
to what occurred in Alberta. 

“To the extent that problems relate to how an 
engineer performs their duties, it could very well 
be the case that there is not an offence under the 
[Ontario] Building Code Act, even in the worst-case 
scenarios,” Douglas said. “It’s certainly possible that 
engineers could be prosecuted under the building 
code act if, for example, they misrepresent informa-
tion as part of a building permit application. That 
being said, the [building code] act has traditionally 
not been the regulatory tool to deal with unsafe 
conditions in existing buildings or regulating the 
conduct of builders.”

Aubrey LeBlanc, chief administrative officer with 
the Ontario Building Officials Association, noted 
February 17 that “although the Ontario Building 
Code is provincial, each municipality administers 
the code in its own jurisdiction. Each is free to 
make its own risk decisions about legal matters.”

However, an Ontario engineer’s breach of the 
Ontario Building Code–if the subject of a complaint 
to PEO and proven in a disciplinary hearing–would 
constitute professional misconduct under section 
72(2)(d) of Regulation 941/90, even if the engineer 
had not been prosecuted by the municipality.

The Calgary conviction led to the resigna-
tion of the Association of Professional Engineers 
and Geoscientists of Alberta (APEGA) President 
Jim Gilliland, PhD, P.Eng., a regional director of 

First engineering company  
convicted for building code breach

By Michael Mastromatteo
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to do,” APEGA CEO Mark Flint, P.Eng., told Engineering 
Dimensions January 12.

“As Jim [Gilliland] himself has said, maintaining the 
integrity of APEGA as a self-regulating entity is critical. That 
integrity requires APEGA to be completely impartial. In 
stepping down, Jim ensured that APEGA’s integrity as the 
regulator of engineering and geoscience in Alberta remained 
uncompromised,” Flint added.

As APEGA deals with the Williams Engineering situation, 
it is also awaiting word on its appeal of an Alberta Human 
Rights Commission decision that the regulator discriminated 
against an internationally educated applicant for licensure 
based on the applicant’s place of birth (see Engineering 
Dimensions, March/April 2014, p. 14).

The Alberta Human Rights Commission in February 2014 
ordered APEGA to pay $10,000 in damages to the applicant 
and to make a series of special accommodations for interna-
tionally educated engineering applicants.

In its appeal, APEGA reiterated that its application process 
is working properly and does not discriminate against interna-
tional applicants.

The appeal was heard in mid-December with a decision 
not expected until at least spring 2015. 
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Williams Engineering. Gilliland, whose firm could face disci-
plinary action from APEGA as a result of the incident, chose 
to resign to avoid any perception of a conflict of interest situa-
tion for the regulator.

“The overwhelming feedback that we received from 
members was positive in as much as they agreed that Dr. Gil-
liland’s resignation, while unfortunate, was the right thing 

calgary city officials  

said work PErformEd by  

tHE firm comPromisEd tHE  

structural intEgrity of tHE 

Parking lot floor.[ ]
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Engineering regulators in three provinces are busy with 
initiatives ranging from continuing professional devel-
opment to the creation of new classes of licence.

In the far west, the Association of Professional Engineers 
and Geoscientists of British Columbia (APEGBC) is pre-
paring for a ratification vote of its continuing professional 
development program.

In fall 2015, APEGBC members will be asked to ratify a 
bylaw to establish a program requiring members to complete 
and report professional development activity. This will com-
mit all practising members to undertake a minimum amount 
of professional development each year and to report annually 
that this requirement has been met.

In advance of the bylaw vote, APEGBC is asking its mem-
bership about the proposed content and format of the bylaw, 
and professional development in general. Member input will 
inform the final bylaw wording to be presented at the ratifica-
tion vote and will aid APEGBC in providing the information 
members are seeking to better understand the topic.

An online survey about CPD asks APEGBC members 
whether they support the concept of mandatory professional 
development. The survey ran between December 12, 2014 
and January 16 of this year.

“At this time, we are seeking member input on the pro-
posed version of the bylaw,” says Megan Archibald, APEGBC 
director of communications and stakeholder engagement. “In 
the spring, council will review the feedback from members to 
determine if any changes are required before presenting the 
final bylaw to members for ratification in the fall.”

Archibald says more than 3700 APEGBC members par-
ticipated in the online survey.

APEGBC has also announced its support for a report 
released January 31 by BC’s Ministry of Energy and Mines 

concerning the Mount Polley mine tailings pond breach 
(www.mountpolleyreviewpanel.ca/final-report). The breach, 
which resulted in the contamination of several lakes and 
waterways with millions of cubic metres of slurry last August, 
is described as one of Canada’s worst environmental disasters.

The BC government is wasting no time in implementing 
new requirements for mine tailings pond operators, follow-
ing the report’s conclusion that the major cause of the breach 
was the shear failure of the dam’s foundation materials and, 
specifically, that the design did not take into account the com-
plexity of the sub-glacial and pre-glacial geological environment 
associated with the perimeter embankment foundation. The 
government is requiring all mines with tailings dams to confirm 
by June 30 whether materials similar to those at Mount Polley 
are present below their dams and, if so, whether testing shows 
that their dams’ designs account for the conditions.

Bill Bennett, BC’s minister of energy and mines, will also be 
launching a code review and establishing a requirement that all 
operating mines with tailings ponds have dam review boards. 

The ministry report, among other recommendations, 
encourages APEGBC to develop guidelines “that would lead 
to improved site characteristics for tailings dams with respect 
to the geological, geomorphological, hydrogeological and pos-
sible seismotectonic characteristics.”

in manitoba
The Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscien-
tists of Manitoba (APEGM) is partway through proposed 
engineering act changes that include the creation of a new 
limited licence.

“[The] limited licence is the first part of the proposal 
[for the act change],” says Grant Koropatnick, P.Eng., FEC, 
APEGM CEO and registrar. “We are seeking amendments 
to enact a ‘licensee’ category similar to the Saskatchewan 
model. The licensee task group researched limited licences 
from all across Canada and made a proposal based on 
information collected from British Columbia, Alberta, Sas-
katchewan and Ontario.”

The Manitoba regulator noted that the lack of a limited 
licence has inhibited its ability to process membership reg-
istrations from other provinces. In a December 2014 letter 
to members, APEGM President Howard Procyshyn, P.Eng., 
FEC, said the lack of a limited licence category in Manitoba 

REgulatoRy tunE-ups  
ongoing coast to coast 

By Michael Mastromatteo
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“is inconsistent with the interprovincial Agreement on Trade 
(AIT) and the Labour Mobility Act.”

Canada’s engineering associations have been under pressure 
for the last 10 years to improve the mobility of licensed mem-
bers from one jurisdiction to another.

Other proposed changes to Manitoba’s engineering act 
involve administration of the province’s CPD program and 
provisions for electronic voting on bylaw ratification.

“We’ve also asked for some administrative cleanups on fee 
deadlines,” Koropatnick says.

Earlier, APEGM had approached the province’s attorney gen-
eral to consider the creation of a provincial engineer position, but 
the government indicated it has no interest in the plan.

in nEwfoundland
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Newfoundland 
(PEGNL) is making changes to its Permit to Practice, which  
is issued to entities (sole proprietorships, partnerships or other 
associations of persons, or corporations) to offer professional 
services in their own names if it is satisfactorily demonstrated 
that the practice will be carried out by professional members 
who will be in responsible charge.

PEGNL Registrar Geoff Emberley, P.Eng., FEC, explains 
there are two new things with respect to the permit to practice.

“One is placing an additional data element in the online 
register,” Emberley says. “The PEGNL registers permits to 
practice by discipline, such as civil, mechanical, electrical, etc. 

However, while the name of the permit holder, typically a 
firm, is currently online, the authorized discipline(s) is not 
currently available online. PEGNL will now be making disci-
pline information available online.”

The second change relates to structural engineering, 
Emberley says. At present, when PEGNL receives a per-
mit to practice application that includes a reference to 
structural engineering, it issues a permit that includes an 
authorization for civil engineering with the subdiscipline 
of structural, assuming the person in responsible charge 
associated with the civil/structural application is qualified 
to practise structural engineering. Whether the person is 
qualified is a decision of PEGNL’s Registration Commit-
tee. The change, which is currently approved in principle 
by PEGNL council and is subject to final approval at a 
future council meeting, would see “structural” approved as 
a separate discipline for permit to practice purposes, and 
not as a subdiscipline of civil. 

Emberley explains that this change would result in a 
difference in what would be shown in the online register. 
Instead of a firm showing a permit discipline as civil/struc-
tural as currently is the case, it would show as “structural.” 
A permit with only civil without the structural endorsement 
would be shown as “civil.” It’s hoped the change will avoid 
potential public confusion as to what the permit holder is 
authorized to practise.

nEw scholaRship a tRibutE to 
victims of ÉcolE PolytEcHniquE 

sHooting

By Jennifer Coombes

École Polytechnique marked the 25th anniversary of its 
darkest day with the launch of the Order of the White 
Rose scholarship (www.orderwhiterose.org) this past 

December.
Offered in memory of the 14 young women who lost 

their lives and those who were wounded in an attack on the 
school on December 6, 1989, the $30,000 scholarship will be 
awarded annually to a woman graduating from a Canadian 
engineering program who would like to pursue further studies 
in Canada or elsewhere in the world.

Each institute in Canada offering an undergraduate engi-
neering program has been asked to select a finalist for the 
award and submit an application portfolio by September 1, 
keeping in mind three criteria: academic record, technical 
achievements and social commitments. 

The ultimate selection will be made by the Order of the 
White Rose Scholarship Selection Committee, which com-
prises: Suzanne Fortier, prinicipal and vice-chancellor, McGill 

University; Patrik Doucet, ing., dean of engineering, 
Université de Sherbrooke; Kimberly Woodhouse, 
P.Eng., dean of engineering and applied sci-
ence, Queen’s University; Cristina Amon, ScD, 
P.Eng., dean of applied science and engineer-
ing, University of Toronto; Elizabeth Cannon, 
PhD, P.Eng., president and vice-chancellor, 
University of Calgary; Pearl Sullivan, PhD, 
P.Eng., dean of engineering, University 
of Waterloo; and Joshua Leon, PhD, 
P.Eng., dean of engineering, Dalhousie 
University. The committee is chaired 
by Michèle Thibodeau-DeGuire, ing., 
the first woman to graduate in civil engi-
neering from École Polytechnique in 1963.

Nathalie Provost, ing., who was injured during the 1989 
shooting, has been given the honorary title of Godmother 
of the Order of the White Rose and will act as an ambas-
sador for the scholarship program. She says of the program: 
“In addition to honouring their memory, the scholarship is a 
helping hand extended to the next generation and will enable 
a young woman to go a step further in fulfilling her dream of 
becoming an engineer.”

The first scholarship winner will be announced in December.

Bourse de 30 000 $

pour les étudiantes canadiennes en génie 

qui poursuivront leurs études 

aux cycles supérieurs

 $30,000 scholarship 

An initiative to encourage young female 

engineering students to pursue their 

academic careers at the graduate level
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ValUE aNalYSIS DESERVES consideration as an emerging discipline within the 
wider profession, say members of the Canadian Society of Value Analysis (CSVA).

Sometimes referred to as value engineering, value analysis is a systematic and 
function-based approach to improving the value of products, projects or processes. 
It uses a combination of creative and analytical techniques to come up with alterna-
tive ways to reach corporate objectives. 

The CSVA, which is nearing its 25th anniversary, held its annual symposium 
November 17 to 18 in Toronto. The theme of the 2014 symposium was “solving 
problems–improving value.” 

Keynote speakers included Bruce McCuaig, president and CEO, Metrolinx; 
John McBride, CEO of PPP Canada; and Gerry Chaput, P.Eng., assistant deputy 
minister, provincial highways management division, Ontario Ministry of Transpor-
tation (MTO).

Others presenting workshops or attending the symposium include PEO Reg-
istrar Gerard McDonald, P.Eng.; Rob Kivi, P.Eng., MMM Group and a former 
chair of Consulting Engineers of Ontario; Roch Pilon, P.Eng., of MTO; and Brian 
Ruck, P.Eng., a vice president with AECOM Canada Ltd.

Value analysis, traditionally associated with transportation-related engineering, 
is rising in prominence for engineers, especially as members of the profession lend 
their expertise to infrastructure renewal, asset management and the best use of com-
munity resources.

The Ontario Ministry of Transportation, for example, is a major proponent of 
value analysis and has applied the system to a wide range of projects, services, pro-
cesses, organizational designs and facilities.

Mike Pearsall, P.Eng., president of the CSVA, said value engineering is some-
thing PEO members should pay attention to and could be considered a separate 
discipline as it applies equally to all disciplines.

“It is just not widely used outside civil [engineering] in Ontario, but is used in a 
broad range of areas throughout the world,” Pearsall said.

The 2014 symposium was divided into three tracks: an introductory course for 
newcomers to value analysis/value engineering, solving problems in infrastructure, 
and combining problem-solving methodologies to improve value.

Chaput said the transportation ministry has been using value analysis since the 
mid-1990s.

“Since 1998 it has quietly helped us achieve over $1 billion in cost savings and 
cost avoidance,” Chaput said. “I say quietly because it’s still something not everyone 
knows about.”

He added that MTO has performed more than 200 value engineering studies in 
the last 15 years: “We started out doing studies on highway standards and highway 
designs, but quickly realized the process helps identify need and solve problems in 
any area.”

The transportation ministry has been working to educate its own staff about value 
analysis and to share information with ministries, municipalities and organizations.

Michael Pearsall, P.Eng., president of the 
CSVA, suggested value engineering could 
become a subdiscipline within the wider 
engineering profession. 

John McBride, chief executive officer of 
PPP Canada, discussed the relationship 
between value engineering and public-
private partnerships at the November 17 
Canadian Society of Value Analysis 
symposium in Toronto.

society winning more adherents  
TO ValUE ENGINEERING

By Michael Mastromatteo
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RegulatoRy policy development occurs widely across PEO. Issues 
arise on a regular basis relating to requirements and processes for 
admissions (academic, experience, good character, and so on), regis-
tration, practice standards, enforcement, complaints and discipline. 
These issues may originate from any of PEO’s committees, task forces, 
chapters, councillors, licence or Certificate of Authorization holders, 
government officials, media or the public. 

To apply better decision-making to these issues, PEO is mov-
ing toward “evidence-based” policy development (EBP), a practice 
endorsed by the Canadian government and newly required by the 
Ontario government. 

According to the Government of Canada’s Policy Horizons page 
(www.horizons.gc.ca/eng/content/case-evidence-based-policy):

“Evidence-based, evidence-informed or knowledge-based policy 
development refers to an approach that levers the best available objec-
tive evidence from research to identify and understand issues so that 
policies can be crafted by decision makers that will deliver desired out-
comes effectively, with a minimal margin of error and reduced risk of 
unintended consequences. 

“Compared to subjective values, the factual interpretations of spe-
cial interests and advocacy groups, and selective or ideologically-driven 

viewpoints informing the policy development pro-
cess, an evidence-based approach has as its great 
advantage neutrality and authoritativeness. This 
stems from sound, rigorous, comprehensive and 
unbiased policy research, which improves policy 
development in many ways, including by: 
•	 reducing	uncertainty;
•	 increasing	logical	clarity	and	consistency;
•	 providing	new	perspectives	and	understandings	

of	policy	issues;
•	 providing	increased	accountability	to	the	public;
•	 providing	reliable	facts	and	knowledge;	and
•	 improving	the	quality,	inclusiveness	and	con-

structiveness of public policy debate.

“The major goal of evidence-based policy develop-
ment is to ensure that the experience, expertise and 
judgment of decision makers are supported and 
resourced with the best available objective evidence 
and systematic research. Policy research is not 
expected to produce the solutions or decisions. It 
is meant to provide accurate, reliable and credible 
information, knowledge and analysis to inform pub-
lic policy. The knowledge base it produces provides 
an important ingredient for the policy development 
process to reduce risk and improve outcomes, but it 
is not a substitute for the process.” 

British import
Although evidence-based policy can be traced as  
far back as the 14th century, it was more recently  
popularized by the Blair government in the UK.  
A UK government white paper published in 1999  
(Modernising Government) noted that govern-
ment “must produce policies that really deal with 
problems, that are forward-looking and shaped by 

moving toward evidence-based  
policy development 

to comply with the provincial government’s new preliminary regulatory impact assessment 

requirements, peo is reworking its policy process for developing regulations. what does the 

introduction of evidence-based policy-making mean for peo, council and its committees? 

By Jordan Max
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evidence rather than a response to short-term pres-
sures;	that	tackle	causes	not	symptoms.”

EBP subsequently found its way across the pond 
into the US and Canada. In Canada, it has been 
applied to diverse fields, such as education, public 
health (medicine, nursing), environment, and public 
safety (crime prevention, criminal justice). 

In 2010, the Ontario government introduced a 
regulatory policy, including the following general 
principles of good regulatory governance:
(i) Regulations respond to a clearly identified need 

for	regulation;
(ii) Regulations are developed and implemented in 

a	transparent	manner;	
(iii) Regulations are designed to be least trade 

restrictive;	
(iv) Regulations are based on assessed risks, costs 

and benefits and minimize impacts on fair, 
competitive	and	innovative	market	economy;	

(v) Differences and duplication of regulation is 
minimized,	where	appropriate;

(vi) Regulations must be results-based, where appro-
priate	and	to	the	extent	practicable;

(vii) Regulations are timely and reviewed on a rou-
tine basis and are not maintained if the need 
giving	rise	to	their	adoption	no	longer	exists;	

(viii)Regulations are made easily accessible and written 
in language that can be easily understood by the 
public	and	business;	and	

(ix) Regulations are introduced in a predictable 
manner (e.g. January 1 or July 1).

The regulatory policy was subsequently amended 
in 2014 to include the requirement for a regula-
tion proposal to be accompanied by a mandatory 
regulatory impact assessment that addresses, at 
a minimum, the impact on the access of people, 
goods, services and investments from other jurisdic-
tions, including jurisdictions within Canada. As well, 
all new regulations (as of January 1, 2014) are to be 
subject to a mandatory review within 10 years.  
Ministries are required to post final regulations  
that have an impact on businesses on the  
Regulatory Registry for public comment for 45  
days (www.ontariocanada.com/registry/downloads/
Ontario%20Regulatory%20Policy.pdf). 

 The Ontario Ministry of Economic Develop-
ment and Trade also published the Regulator’s Code 

of Practice in 2011 and Alternatives to Regulation: Developing Smarter 
Policy Approaches in 2012. These documents owe their origins to con-
cerns about the negative impacts of regulatory red tape on business 
competitiveness, as well as the need to consider alternative forms of 
regulatory compliance other than regulations. 

preliminary regulatory impact assessment
While these documents are not binding on PEO (since PEO is not part 
of the government), they do indicate that the provincial government 
views business impact assessment as “public interest.” Since PEO’s 
principal objective under the Professional Engineers Act (PEA) is to 
“regulate the practice of professional engineering and govern its holders 
of licences…in order that the public interest may be served and pro-
tected,” these standards and expectations should not be viewed lightly.

peo’s policy-making process
So, how does PEO’s policy-making process work? In general, PEO 
implements policy regarding the governance of the engineering profes-
sion through the use of regulations. The process of developing and 
implementing these regulations is similar to the process in all demo-
cratic governments.

When a committee, task force, department, councillor or member 
identifies a policy problem or issue that requires a change to either  
Regulation 941/90 or 260/08, it must first be established that PEO 
has the specific authority under section 7(1) of the PEA to make such 
a regulation. The proponent must also define the policy intent of the 
solution. Since September 2013, these proposals are to be forwarded to 
PEO’s Legislation Committee (LEC) to review and to provide a recom-
mendation to PEO council. If council subsequently approves the policy 
intent of the proposed regulation change, LEC provides that policy 
intent to the attorney general and works with her staff to finalize the 
wording of the regulation. Once the regulation has been finalized, it is 
presented to council for approval, after which the attorney general pres-
ents the final regulation to the cabinet through a cabinet submission. 
If the final regulation is approved by cabinet, it takes effect three weeks 
afterward (or later, if requested by PEO).

This does not mean that PEO has not used evidence-based policy 
development in the past. For example, council’s professional standards 
policy approved in January 2007 (see sidebar, p.19) includes evidence 
criteria to determine if a professional practice standard is required and, 
if so, how evidence is to be used in drafting the standard.

In January 2014, the attorney general’s policy staff informed PEO 
that policy development for all regulation submissions to govern-
ment (including from ministries, agencies, boards, commissions, and 
delegated authorities such as PEO) must now include a Preliminary 
Regulatory Impact Assessment (PRIA). The purpose of this document 
is to further justify any regulation proposal, by providing: 
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•	 clear	problem	definition,	policy	intents	and	rationale;
•	 evidence	and	data	to	support	the	above;	
•	 stakeholder	impacts	of	health	and	safety,	environment,	

social,	trade,	economy	and	other	factors;	
•	 compliance	cost	impacts	on	stakeholders	(subject	to	a	 

$2	million	threshold);	and
•	 consideration	of	non-regulation	alternatives	(voluntary,	

education, persuasion, or market-based approaches) to 
achieve the desired outcome or policy intent.

While the first of these elements is more typical of cabinet 
submission documents, the remainder of the elements are new 
to most profession regulators, including PEO. These PRIA 
questions led us to re-examine our current policy develop-
ment process for making regulations, and to see what capacity 
we have to be able to provide the answers. 

PRIA challenges profession regulators to clearly articulate 
not only what the desired policy outcome or intent is, but to 
ensure that the goal is, in fact, serving the public interest, and 
not the private needs of practitioners or industry. 

incorporating eBp into peo
In reviewing the new government requirements and our 
capacity to meet them, PEO staff reviewed our current policy-
development process and determined that there is much room 
for improvement to introduce EBP development. Indeed, 
PEO’s 2015-2017 strategic plan includes as a strategic objec-
tive that “Regulations, standards and guidelines are produced 
through an evidence-based, integrated and streamlined policy-
making process.” 

Considerable research was conducted to gather best practices 
and tools from governments and regulators around the world, 
which was then assessed for relevance. Since PEO’s policy-
development process is diversified (issues arising from many 
points of entry), an extensive training program was created for 
our committee staff advisors, whose job is, in part, to assist com-
mittees and task forces with developing policy proposals. This 
training was delivered in two half-day sessions this past January. 

Beyond the initial training for committee staff advisors, 
PEO’s policy manager is available for coaching and assistance 
for committees and task forces. Future plans include bringing 
in external speakers and using e-learning modules to educate 
staff and committee volunteers, and an improved research 
initiative to identify and gather evidence and data to support 
regulatory policy development and management.

I would be happy to receive your thoughts and feedback 
on integrating evidence-based policy development into PEO.

Jordan Max is peo’s manager, policy.

peo professional standards policy  
(approved By council January 19, 2007)

peo will create performance and practice standards and 
codify these in regulations;
(a) professional standards will be implemented only when 

there is a demonstrable public interest need or when 
their use is required to protect the integrity of the 
profession, as peo recognized that regulated standards 
may impinge on the professional judgment of prac-
titioners and can contribute to deprofessionalization 
through commodification and deskilling of professional 
engineering services;

(b) peo will ensure that standards deal only with the  
matters pertaining to the practice of professional  
engineering and the professional obligations associated 
with providing professional services to clients  
and employers;

(c) peo will create standards when necessary to clarify the 
practitioner’s role in a particular activity by describing 
the obligatory outcome, either as a set of subtasks that 
must be accomplished or as the acceptable quality of 
the output of the engineering activity; and

(d) peo staff will determine the priority of developing 
potential professional standards based on the following 
criteria:
(i)   evidence, provided by disciplinary hearings, public 

complaints or practice advisory inquiries, of a dem-
onstrated need to have qualitative or quantitative 
criteria against which the activity of practitioners 
can be judged,

(ii)   advisory inquiries, of a demonstrated need to have 
qualitative or quantitative criteria against which 
the activity of practitioners can be judged,

(iii)   evidence of a lack of public confidence of practi-
tioners’ professional judgment in regard to given 
activity,

(iv)   evidence of practitioners’ lack of understanding 
concerning their proper role and responsibilities in 
regard to a given activity,

(v)   evidence of a need to resolve conflicts between prac-
titioners and the public and/or other professionals 
(including other professional engineers) regarding 
the duties and responsibilities of practitioners,

(vi)   importance of the issue to the practice of pro-
fessional engineering based on the extent of its 
applicability and on the impact to the public and 
practitioners caused by lack of standards, and

(vii)  currency of present practice guidelines and standards.
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In January, CBC radio ran one of its interviews 
from 1970 featuring former broadcasting icon Gordon 
Sinclair. It reminded me of an interview I had with him 
a few years later, while a young journalism student. In 
the 1970 program, Sinclair mentioned he seldom gave 
interviews, and I remember asking him why he’d agreed 
to my request. He said it was my perseverance.

Perseverance is an important part of politics. 
Former prime minister John Diefenbaker ran for 
office five times before winning in 1940. Premier 
Kathleen Wynne lost her first shot at public office. 
So did Toronto Mayor John Tory. So did hundreds 
of other candidates over the years.

Engineers have that same perseverance. This year 
marks the 10th anniversary of the remarkable suc-
cess and perseverance of PEO’s Government Liaison 
Program (GLP). PEO, through its 36 chapters, has 
never wavered in its message to government and the 
public–that PEO has a mandate to govern the prac-
tice of engineering in the public interest.

The GLP, initially established in 2005 as a six-
month pilot program, has become a major success 
for the profession, facilitating increased commu-
nication and engagement between PEO and the 
provincial government. “Over the past 10 years, 
there have been many notable developments worth 
reviewing,” says Jeannette Chau, P.Eng., PEO’s 
manager of student and government liaison pro-
grams. “To me, the most significant has been the 
way PEO chapters have made it [GLP] a part of 
their annual activities to such a tremendous extent.”

Following is a timeline of major milestones in  
the program’s 10-year history:

2005–formalized GLP into a long-term platform 
aimed at shaping public policy and facilitating dia-
logue between members of provincial parliament 
(MPPs) and professional engineers;

2005–held the first of many Queen’s Park recep-
tions to which members from all parties are invited;

2006–held inaugural Candidate College to promote and 
train professional engineers running for public office;

10 years of perseverance  
leads to Glp success
By Howard Brown

2006–initiated a judicial review of changes by the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs and Housing to the Ontario Building Code that infringed on 
PEO jurisdiction under the Professional Engineers Act (PEA);

2007–received news in May that the court ruled in favour of PEO 
(the province chose not to appeal the court’s decision, which many felt 
avoided possible backlash from some 70,000 P.Engs just months prior 
to a provincial election);

2007–launched the online publication GLP Weekly to share success stories 
among PEO chapters, with distribution later extended to MPPs;

2007–hosted first all candidates’ debate for the provincial election in 
September (Mississauga Chapter), which saw the active participation of 
all parties and many ridings; 

2008–transitioned annual GLP conference into a policy conference under 
the newly launched Ontario Centre for Engineering and Public Policy, 
which also published technical papers and a policy journal; 

2009–hosted a series of candidate colleges in Toronto, Windsor 
and Ottawa to encourage engineers to run for elected office and get 
involved with public policy development in their respective fields;

2010–facilitated the provincial government’s passage of the Open for 
Business Act containing 66 amendments for the PEA–the most funda-
mental changes since 1984;

2011–invited Greg Sorbara, former finance minister, to speak in 
Hamilton at the first GLP Academy and Congress in lead-up to the 
provincial election. The launch of these events was an attempt to build 
into the GLP opportunities to dialogue with other chapters and MPPs;

2012–expanded the academies and congresses across the province to 
eastern and central regions;

2012–launched MPP Awards at PEO’s annual Queen’s Park reception;

2013–launched Take Your MPP to Work Day with Niagara Chapter, 
which was attended by Welland MPP Cindy Forster;

2013–hosted first Northern Region academy, by Lakehead Chapter in 
Thunder Bay; and

2014–expanded Take Your MPP to Work Day province-wide and 
began holding joint MPP meetings with the Ontario Society of Profes-
sional Engineers.

All in all, it’s been an amazing decade. It looks like perseverance is 
paying off.

Howard Brown is president of Brown & Cohen Communications & 
Public affairs Inc. and PEO’s government relations consultant.
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GAZETTE[ ]
Decision anD Reasons
in the matter of a hearing under the Professional Engineers Act, R.s.o. 1990, c. P.28; and 

in the matter of a complaint regarding the conduct of JiRi KRUPKa, P.enG., a member of 

the association of Professional engineers of ontario, and caeLLioTT inc., a holder of a 

certificate of authorization.

A panel of the Discipline Committee met at the Association 
of Professional Engineers of Ontario in Toronto on October 
23 and 24, 2013 to hear this matter.

The AllegATions
The allegations against Jiri Krupka, as stated in the State-
ment of Allegations filed on July 3, 2012, and referred to in 
the Notice of Hearing dated October 3, 2013, are that Jiri 
Krupka and CAElliott are guilty of professional misconduct 
under section 28(2)(b) of the Professional Engineers Act (the 
act), and that Jiri Krupka is guilty of incompetence under  
section 28(3)(a), as defined in the act. 

The allegations, as set out in the Statement of Allegations, are 
reproduced below:

1. Jiri Krupka, P.Eng. (the member), is a professional engi-
neer licensed pursuant to the Professional Engineers Act 
(the act), and CAElliott Inc. (CAElliott) is a Certificate 
of Authorization holder under the act. The member was 
employed by CAElliott from July 2008 to July 2010.

2. At all material times, the complainant, Ian Fuller, P.Eng. 
(Fuller), was a structural engineer employed by Halsall 
Associates Ltd. (Halsall).

3. Prior to November 2009, CAElliott and the member 
were retained by RNC Anchors, a division of Roofers 
World, to design anchor facilities/assemblies for instal-
lation on a new building to be built at 424 Metcalfe 
Avenue in Ottawa, Ontario (the project). Fuller was the 
structural engineer for the project. 

4. On November 10, 2009, the member stamped and 
signed a drawing for a cast-in-place “fall arrest” roof 
anchor system for maintenance and window cleaning 
operations at the project.

5. On November 19, 2009, the project architects, Hobin & 
Associates, requested various revisions to the member’s 
drawing to reflect certain roof details that the member 
had not considered. 

6. On November 23, 2009, Fuller advised the project 
manager, ZW Group, and the project architects that the 
member should revisit the calculations and confirm in 
writing:
(a) that the single anchor is sufficient to resist the 

loads; and
(b) what the embedment depth must be to develop the 

force in the anchor.

7. Later that day, Fuller spoke directly with the member 
regarding his drawing. The member admitted he was not 
familiar with CSA A23.3-04, “Design of Concrete Struc-
tures,” the standard for connections to concrete. The 
member told Fuller he intended to rely solely on “pull 
tests” upon completion of the construction.

8. On November 24, 2009, the member stamped and 
signed a revised drawing of the roof anchor, incorporat-
ing the architects’ suggested revisions but omitting any 
design calculations.

9. On November 25, 2009, Fuller again advised the project 
manager and project architects that the member should 
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provide stamped calculations to demonstrate 
the capacity of the anchor and the adequacy 
of the load transfer to the concrete slab. 

10. On February 20, 2010, the member signed 
and sealed a revised drawing with the design 
calculations for the roof anchor. The mem-
ber’s calculations failed to consider the CSA 
standard, A23.3-04, referred to above.

11. On February 24, 2010, Fuller advised the 
project architect and project manager that 
the member’s calculations were inadequate 
and directed the member to the appropriate 
CSA standard.

12. On March 30, 2010, the member stamped 
and signed an incomplete set of revised cal-
culations and requested that Fuller provide 
values for two variables the member deemed 
necessary to complete his calculations. The 
values the member requested are, in fact, 
defined in the CSA standard and should 
have been known to the member.

13. On April 1, 2010, Fuller wrote to the proj-
ect manager and project architects regarding 
his concerns about the performance of the 
anchors. 

14. On June 2, 2010, the member performed a 
visual inspection and load test on a random 
sample of the installed roof anchors, and 
produced an inspection report declaring 
the anchors “sound.” The member did not 
consider or comply with the appropriate 
standards in carrying out the load test. 

15. On June 3, 2010, Fuller filed a complaint 
with Professional Engineers Ontario (PEO).

16. On June 29, 2010, PEO learned the mem-
ber had been designing fall arrest roof 
anchors for 12 years and had never pur-
chased the CSA-A23.3-04 standard. The 
member obtained the standard for the first 
time following Fuller’s complaints about 
his drawing. 

17. On August 19, 2010, PEO learned the member did not carry out a 
periodic site review during the installation of the roof anchors, relying 
instead on Roofers World’s contractor to install the anchors correctly.

18. The member’s design, drawings and calculations were examined by an 
independent engineer. He found the following issues and concerns, 
among other things:
(a) The original drawing sealed by the member on November 10, 

2009 does not indicate the load that is to be applied to the safety 
anchor.

(b) This drawing was deficient in a number of other important ways, 
including:

(i) Weld symbols/sizes for the safety anchors were missing;
(ii) The shown dimensions did not define the line they are  

referencing;
(iii) The spacing of the anchors was not in accordance with  

CSA Standard Z91 “Safety Code for Window Cleaning  
Operations,” as required;

(iv) There are an insufficient number of anchors shown;
(v) Details of important components, such as windows and  

parapets, are not shown;
(vi) The location of the anchors relative to the structural steel  

is not shown; and
(vii) Reinforcing of anchor location at the steel structure is most 

likely required but there is no indication this has been 
addressed.

(c) The calculations shown on the detail, “RA-1 Roof Anchor 424 
Metcalfe,” sealed February 20, 2010, are not in accordance with 
CSA Standard 23.3-04, Annex D, as required.

(d) Subsequent calculations provided by the member, “Fall Arrest 
Roof Anchors, Cast in Concrete, 424 Metcalfe Street Ottawa,” 
and sealed March 30, 2010, incorrectly stated that Annex D of 
CSA Standard 23.3-04 does not apply to the anchors in question. 
Further, the calculations are incomplete.

(e) On August 23, 2010, the member provided calculations entitled 
“Fall Arrest Roof Anchor Resistance in Concrete,” which utilized 
a number of incorrect values, including an incorrect load factor.

(f) For the correct applicable load factor, the member’s anchor 
design is unacceptable. The concrete breakout resistance of the 
anchor in tension is not satisfied. 

(g) Reliance on mere random testing of the anchors after installa-
tion was not a proper or adequate approach. If the anchor design 
could not be verified by proper engineering calculations, they 
should all have been tested under in-service conditions. 

19. Based on these facts, it is alleged that the member and CAElliott are 
guilty of professional misconduct, as follows:
(a) designing or specifying a fall arrest roof anchor system without 

being aware of, or making reasonable provision for complying 
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with, the applicable standards, amounting 
to professional misconduct as defined  
by sections 72(2)(a), (b) and/or (d) of 
Regulation 941.

(b) signing and sealing drawings not actually 
prepared or checked by the practitioner, 
amounting to professional misconduct  
as defined by section 72(2)(e) of Regula-
tion 941.

(c) permitting the installation of fall arrest 
roof anchors without carrying out a peri-
odic site review during their construction 
as required by the Ontario Building Code, 
amounting to professional misconduct as 
defined by sections 72(2)(a), (b) and/or  
(d) of Regulation 941.

(d) conducting load testing of fall arrest roof 
anchors without being aware of or making 
reasonable provision for complying with 
the applicable CSA standard or Ontario 
Building Code provisions, amounting to 
professional misconduct as defined by  
sections 72(2)(a), (b) and/or (d) of Regula-
tion 941.

(e) undertaking work in the design, installa-
tion and testing of fall arrest roof anchors 
without being sufficiently trained and 
experienced in concrete design or the 
applicable codes and standards, amounting 
to professional misconduct as defined by 
section 72(2)(h) of Regulation 941.

(f) undertaking work in the design, instal-
lation and testing of a lifesaving device 
without the care and professionalism 
required of a professional engineer, 
amounting to professional misconduct  
as defined by section (72)(2)(j) of Regula-
tion 941.

20. Based on these facts, it is further alleged  
that the member is guilty of incompetence,  
as follows:
(a) undertaking work in the design, installa-

tion and testing of fall arrest roof anchors 
that displays a lack of knowledge, skill and 
judgment and a disregard for the welfare 
of the public, amounting to incompetence 
as defined by section 28(3)(a) of the act.

Clauses 1 through 11, as well as clauses 13, 15 and 16, were agreed upon 
or admitted to by the member.

The legislATive And regulATory provisions
Section 28(2)(b) of the act is reproduced below:

Professional misconduct
(2)   A member of the association or a holder of a certificate of autho-

rization, a temporary licence, a provisional licence or a limited 
licence may be found guilty of professional misconduct by the 
committee if,
. . .
(b)  the member or holder has been guilty in the opinion of the 

Discipline Committee of professional misconduct as defined 
in the regulations. R.S.O. 1990, c. P.28, s. 28(2); 2001, c. 9, 
Sched. B, s. 11(36); 2010, c. 16, Sched. 2, s. 5(62).

The sections of Regulation 941 made under the act that are relevant 
to the alleged misconduct are reproduced below:

Sections 72(2)(a), (b), (d), (e), (h) and (j) of Regulation 941:
72.(2) For the purposes of the Act and this Regulation,
  “professional misconduct” means,

 (a) negligence,
 (b)  failure to make reasonable provision for the safeguarding 

of life, health or property of a person who may be affected 
by the work for which the practitioner is responsible,

 . . .
 (d)  failure to make responsible provision for complying with  

applicable statutes, regulations, standards, codes, bylaws 
and rules in connection with work being undertaken by or 
under the responsibility of the practitioner,

 (e)  signing or sealing a final drawing, specification, plan, 
report or other document not actually prepared or checked 
by the practitioner,

 . . .
 (h)  undertaking work the practitioner is not competent to per- 

form by virtue of the practitioner’s training and experience,
 . . .
 (j)  conduct or an act relevant to the practice of professional  

engineering that, having regard to all the circumstances, 
would reasonably be regarded by the engineering profes-
sion as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional. R.R.O. 
1990, Reg. 941, s. 72(2); O. Reg. 657/00, s. 1(2); O. Reg. 
13/03, s. 19.

Section 28(3)(a) of the act is reproduced below:
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Incompetence
(3)   The Discipline Committee may find a member of the association 

or a holder of a temporary licence, a provisional licence or a lim-
ited licence to be incompetent if in its opinion,
(a)  the member or holder has displayed in his or her professional 

responsibilities a lack of knowledge, skill or judgment or dis-
regard for the welfare of the public of a nature or to an extent 
that demonstrates the member or holder is unfit to carry out 
the responsibilities of a professional engineer;

With respect to section 72(2)(j), the association clarified that it was 
alleging that the member’s conduct was “unprofessional,” and that it 
was not alleging the conduct was “disgraceful” or “dishonourable.” At 
the end of the hearing, the association withdrew its allegation under 
section 72(2)(e).

The codes, standards and guidelines that were referred to in evidence 
and that are referred to throughout the decision are:

1. Ontario Regulation 350/06 Building Code

2. National Standard of Canada CAN/CSA-Z91-02 Health and 
Safety Code for Suspended Equipment Operations

3. National Standard of Canada CAN/CSA-Z71-98 Safety Code  
for Suspended Elevating Platforms

4. Ontario Window Cleaning Guidelines: Roof Anchorage for Fall 
Arrest Systems and Tiebacks for Suspended Equipment and  
Primary Support

5. Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act, R.R.O. 1990,  
Regulation 859: Window Cleaning

6. National Standard of Canada CAN/CSA-A23.3-04 Design of 
Concrete Structures

7. National Standard of Canada CAN/CSA-A23.3-04 Design of 
Concrete Structures: Annex D–Anchorage

pleA of The MeMber
The member denied that he was guilty of professional misconduct or 
incompetence, as set out in the Statement of Allegations.

pleA of The holder
During the hearing, CAElliott, the Certificate of Authorization holder, 
admitted to the allegations made against it and to professional mis-

conduct. The panel conducted a plea inquiry of 
CAElliott. The panel was satisfied that the admission 
of CAElliott was voluntary, informed and unequivocal. 
CAElliott did not have legal representation.
 
The evidence wiTh respecT To The 
MeMber
The association called two witnesses: 1. Ian Fuller, 
P.Eng., who was the structural engineer for Halsall, 
the general contractor in charge of the project; and 
2. Josef Budziak, P.Eng., who testified as an expert 
witness. The member gave evidence on behalf of 
himself. CAElliott did not call any witnesses and 
admitted to the facts and the allegations, as set out 
in the Statement of Allegations. 

overview
The member was employed by CAElliott for the 
period between July 2008 and July 2010. He was 
the responsible engineer for CAElliott and obtained 
the Certificate of Authorization for CAElliott. The 
allegations relate to the design and installation of 
a roof anchor system on a new eight-storey build-
ing that was constructed in downtown Ottawa and, 
more specifically, to the installation of anchors in 
the reinforced concrete portion of the roof. Prior 
to November 2009, CAElliott and the member 
were hired by RNC Anchors, a division of Roof-
ers World, to design anchor facilities/assemblies for 
installation in the building. Halsall Associates Ltd. 
(Halsall) was the project manager for the project. 

During the construction process, Ian Fuller, a 
structural engineer employed by Halsall, identified 
concerns with respect to the anchor system designed 
by the member. The anchors in question were a 
series of anchors that would be used by window 
washers and building maintenance people to attach 
equipment for the purpose of hanging from the 
building to wash windows and do maintenance to 
the outside of the building. The particular type of 
anchors were cast in place by first being attached to 
reinforced bars (rebar) and encased in the concrete, 
which would then be poured. The anchors are a 
threaded rod in the shape of an “L.” The bottom 
of the “L” is attached to the rebar and then encased 
in concrete. The top of the “L” protrudes out of 
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the concrete. A cap is placed on top of the “L” and 
securely attached to the L-shaped rod and to the 
roof. The anchors are used by the window washers 
and maintenance people to attach to the roof.

Prior to the installation of the anchors, the 
member admitted he was not familiar with CSA 
A23.3-04, “Design of Concrete Structures.” The 
member submitted revised drawings on more than 
one occasion prior to the installation of the anchors 
in the roof. None of the drawings provided suf-
ficient calculations to establish that the design of 
the anchors met with the standards set out in CSA 
A23.3-04. The member did not attend to inspect 
the anchors when they were fastened to the roof 
or when the concrete was poured. The member 
addressed the concerns raised about his drawings 
by stating he would be relying solely on pull tests 
to establish the safety of his anchors. The member 
did conduct random tests of the anchors following 
installation.

The association took the position that the 
anchors did not comply with applicable building 
codes and applicable CSA standards. They described 
the issue as having to do with the design and instal-
lation of anchors, with public safety and with the 
need for a design to show that certain minimum 
standards have been met to ensure public safety. 
Specifically, the association took the position that it 
was necessary for the member to establish that the 
minimum standards had been met using specific sets 
of calculations based on CSA A23.3-04. It was their 
position also that it was the member’s responsibil-
ity to design the anchors in a manner that satisfied 
all codes, regulations and standards and that doing 
so required he prove by both calculations and test-
ing that the design met those standards, as well as 
ensure they were properly installed. The member 
took the position that he had sufficient information 
based on past experience and on his judgment as 
an engineer that his anchors were properly designed 
and met required safety standards. He argued that 
CSA A23.3-04 did not apply in the circumstances 
or that, if it did, his design was based on a design 
that was CSA approved. It was his position, in addi-
tion, that pull tests were sufficient to establish the 
safety of the anchors. He did not argue that he was 
not responsible for the design of the anchors but 

did suggest the building engineer should have provided him with the 
figures he needed to use for his calculations. There was no evidence 
the roof anchors that were actually installed were deficient or substan-
dard. The issue is one of whether the procedure used to ensure the safe 
installation of the anchors met the standard required of a professional 
engineer and whether the member met that standard. To answer that 
question, the panel considered three separate questions:

1. Was the member responsible for ensuring the safety of the anchors 
in terms of both the design of the anchors and attachment of the 
anchors to the concrete slab?

2. What was the correct standard to be applied, and was the member 
required to be aware of it?

3. Was the member required to prove the safety of his design by both 
calculations and testing, or was testing alone sufficient?

The evidence
The coMplAinAnT: iAn fuller
The first witness called by the association was Ian Fuller. At the 
time he gave his evidence, he was a project manager for Halsall. He 
has been a member of the Association of Professional Engineers of 
Ontario since 2002 and has been practising since he became a mem-
ber. He has been with Halsall since January 2006 in essentially the 
same position. In that role, he acts as supervising engineer for build-
ing design. There are people who report to him who include other 
professional engineers. He obtained a bachelor in civil engineering 
at Carleton University in 1997 and a master’s degree, also from Car-
leton University, in 1999. He specialized in structural engineering 
and testified he has designed anchor systems. 

With respect to the building in question located at 424 Metcalfe 
Street in Ottawa, Ontario, Halsall was the structural engineer and 
was responsible for the base building. It was brand new construction. 
Halsall was engaged by the architect, Barry J. Hobin, in late Novem-
ber or December 2007. Fuller was the project manager. His role was 
supervising engineer for the base building design. The anchor system 
was excluded from Halsall’s scope of work. The roof design for the 
eight-storey building was in Halsall’s scope of work. It was a reinforced 
concrete roof supported on columns with a penthouse roof in metal. 
Window washing was to be done by swing stage platform, which goes 
up and down the sides of the building. 

The experT: Joseph budziAk
The association also called Joseph Budziak as an expert witness and 
asked that he be qualified as an expert in design, fabrication and 
installation of roof anchor systems. Budziak gave evidence that he had 
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designed approximately 50 anchor systems per year 
for the past 10 years, or approximately 500 anchor 
systems. The majority of the anchor systems he 
had installed were cast in concrete and installed 
on buildings of eight storeys or more. Budziak 
confirmed he was a member in good standing of 
Professional Engineers Ontario since June of 1996. 
He is the president, chief engineer and owner of 
Ankor Engineering Systems Ltd., which changed 
its name to Ankor Engineering Systems Inc., effec-
tive January 1, 2012. He was also a co-owner of 
AnkorEng Inc. from May 2001 to the present. 
Both companies are holders of Certificates of 
Authorization, and have been since their inception. 
Budziak’s qualifications as an expert were admitted 
by the member. 

The panel qualified Budziak as an expert in design, 
fabrication and installation of roof anchor systems.

Jiri krupkA: The MeMber
The member cross-examined the witness and gave 
evidence on behalf of himself. He had designed 
anchors since 1988 or 1989, and that hundreds  
of anchors designed by him had been used and 
never failed. 

Was the member responsible for ensuring the 
safety of the anchors in terms of both the design  
of the anchors and attachment of the anchors to 
the concrete slab?

Fuller gave evidence regarding the scope of work 
and that the responsibility for the roof anchors and 
safety restraints was with the component engineer, 
and that both calculations and test results were 
expected to be provided prior to installation of the 
anchors. He also referred to section 1.7 of the scope 
of work and testified that it was his expectation the 
requirements would be complied with, and that it 
was the responsibility of the component engineer to 
submit test results, calculations and conduct inspec-
tions of the installation of the anchors.

Fuller gave evidence that was confirmed by the 
member that the anchorage into the concrete was 
the member’s responsibility, not Fuller’s or Halsall’s, 
as it was in the member’s scope of work. Fuller fur-
ther testified that, in that conversation, the member 
openly expressed he was not familiar with CSA 
A23.3-4, “Design of Concrete Structures.” This fact 
was not disputed or challenged by the member and 

no contradictory evidence in that regard was given 
by the member. 

Budziak expressed that, in his opinion, the base 
building engineer is responsible for the building 
and for the concrete slab. The component engineer 
is responsible for the design and installation of the 
anchors to the slab. He explained that if an engineer 
is designing an anchor, the engineer would have to 
provide a method of fastening the anchors such that 
the base building does not have to be altered. In the 
case of a reinforced concrete roof, the anchor gets 
embedded in the concrete. The component engineer 
is responsible for embedding the anchor into the 
concrete so that it will withstand the required maxi-
mum loading without causing the concrete to crack.

What was the correct standard to be applied, and 
was the member required to be aware of it?

The member gave evidence that he chose a design 
based on a manufacturer’s catalogues. He based 
his design on a CSA-approved anchor designed by 
Thaler, although he did not use their actual design. 
Rather, his design was a modification of the Thaler 
design. He stated he was not negligent because he 
chose a standard that was used by other engineers 
for many years. He stated that he studied all of the 
regulations.

According to Fuller, the structure was designed 
under Part 4 of the Building Code Act, 1992, O. 
Reg. 350/06 (building code). Specifications for the 
anchors were issued by the architect. Fuller pointed 
out that, according to the scope of work, 1.2.5, 
the roof anchors and safety restraints were to be 
“cast-in-place” concrete: restraint anchors and posts 
anchored to concrete deck. He further pointed out 
that, at 1.3.5, “All anchors must conform to the 
requirements of CSA/CAN Z91-02 Health and 
Safety Code for Suspended Operations (CSA/CAN 
Z91-02) and the Ontario Ministry of Labour regula-
tions 527/88, revised September 26, 1991.

Fuller testified that CAN/CSA A23.3-4 Design 
of Concrete Structures (CSA A23.3-4) is, and 
was, at the relevant time the common standard 
for concrete design. According to Fuller, this stan-
dard applied to these roof anchors because it is the 
standard that applies to roof anchors connected to 
reinforced concrete, and the anchors being designed 
by the member were being installed into reinforced 
concrete. He explained that this standard applied a 
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material resistance factor that allows for statistical 
variation in the concrete, which is not of uniform 
strength throughout the roof slab. There was no  
dispute that the anchors in question were being 
installed into reinforced concrete.

The member gave evidence that the anchors 
conformed to and exceeded the requirements of 
Ontario Ministry of Labour regulations and CSA 
Z91-02. Fuller pointed out that clause 1.1 of CSA 
Z91-02 refers to CAN/CSA-Z271 Safety Code for 
Suspended Elevating Platforms (CSA Z271) and 
that clause 5.4.1 of that same standard states that 
“tie-back and lifeline anchors shall be in accordance 
with CAN/CSA-Z271.”

Budziak reiterated Fuller’s evidence with respect 
to the relevant standards being CSA Z91-02 and 
CSA-Z271 which, at clause 6.3.2, provides the fac-
tor load that is to be used in the calculations. He 
also pointed out that, in his opinion, the remain-
ing requirements for the design of cast-in-concrete 
anchors are found in Annex D to CSA A.23.3-04. 
He explained that Annex D of that standard 
provides the rules to design an anchor to sit in 
concrete. He further explained that, in his opinion, 
the standard applies to anchor systems generally. It 
is the one he uses as a minimum standard in all of 
his designs. 

The member confirmed that, in November, 
shortly before the anchors were installed, he still 
had not looked at the standards. Fuller did draw 
his attention to the standard in February 2010 but, 
according to the member, that was three months 
too late. 

Notwithstanding the lack of calculations, the 
member explained he had a good feeling about his 
design. He explained this was because he had been 
load testing since 1985. He had load tested hun-
dreds of anchors and never measured permanent 
deformation. The member also testified that his 
design had been tested by an independent consul-
tant and was found to be safe. This evidence was 
not challenged by the association.

The member’s drawings of the roof anchor sys-
tem were identified and there was no dispute that 
the drawings were stamped by the member. 

Was the member required to prove the safety of 
his design by both calculations and testing, or was 
testing alone sufficient?

Fuller gave evidence that the member had stated 
he intended to rely on the “pull test,” a fact not 
disputed by the member. What was disputed was 
whether this test was sufficient. Fuller testified 
that the “pull test” was inadequate to demonstrate 
that the anchors were properly designed for the 
intended use.

The member testified to his concern for human 
life. He said he had a good understanding of mechan-
ical testing and of the materials. He felt comfortable 
with his design. He explained he was aware the ropes 
used to attach to the anchors were nylon ropes with 
shock absorbers, which act as load limiters, meaning 
he understood how the anchors would be used in 
practice. He also spoke with other engineers. He had 
used the anchors many times. Fuller was the first to 
question them. He had the anchors tested to 2500lb. 
There was no deformation. The member gave evi-
dence that he appreciated concrete is not good in 
tension, which is the reason for putting rebar in the 
top and bottom layer of the concrete. 

The member stated that a person’s safety was 
never an issue and the problem was blown out of 
proportion. With respect to his drawings, he gave 
evidence that he always checks his drawings and that 
he always looks at them. He confirmed he either 
checked or prepared all of the drawings he stamped. 

The member confirmed his design came from a 
book; that he used it without first doing calcula-
tions; that he tested it up to 3500lb, but never 
tested it up to 5000lb. The member explained 
he never tested up to 5000lb because this was 
the maximum load and testing was not done to 
the maximum load because after that, as was also 
stated by Budziak, the anchor would no longer 
be usable. He was asked if he had ever tested his 
anchor using a prototype and confirmed he had 
not. He confirmed he did not do the calculations 
referred to in the regulations. He also confirmed 
he did not inspect the anchors when they were 
being installed to ensure they were embedded 
deeply enough. He confirmed he did not test all 
of the anchors to 2500lb.
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Fuller pointed to CSA Z271-98 at 6.3.2, which states:
“Anchoring systems shall be designed to resist a force, applied in any 
direction, of 
(a) 22.2 kN (5000 lbf) fracture load without fracture and/or pullout, 

or a 15.6 kN (3500 lbf) factored load; and
(b) 11.1 kN (2500 lbf) without permanent deformation of any  

component of the anchor system, if subjected to test loading  
after installation.

Note: Consideration should be given in the design to the effects of 
deflections in the roofing material.”

According to Fuller, the CSA Z271-98 standard set out above 
involved a two-stage approach. Testing alone was not sufficient. In 
order to meet the standard, the design engineer had to be able to prove, 
using calculations that applied the factors set out in CSA Z271-98 
above, that the design was adequate and also had to be able to satisfy 
the load test. In his evidence, the member disputed Fuller’s evidence 
that the requirement was a dual requirement and that the factors he 
was required to use to prove his design were those set out at 6.3.2 of 
CSA Z791-98.

According to Budziak, the member should have been aware of CSA 
A23.3-04. He should have been aware of it because it is the law and it 
is the relevant standard that applied to the anchors he was responsible 
for designing. He disagreed with the member’s position that random 
testing after the anchors were embedded was sufficient and can satisfy 
the requirements of the regulations. According to Budziak, if engineer-
ing calculations could not be provided to confirm compliance, then 
all of the anchors should be tested. It is the worst case scenario that is 
to be considered in the design calculations, not the smallest load, but 
ultimately agreed with Fuller that the law required that the anchors be 
proven by both calculations and testing.

Could the member’s design be proven by calculations? 

Fuller testified that the member provided drawings dated November 10, 
2009 that did not include any calculations. He requested revised 
drawings, which were submitted on November 25, 2009, and he had 
expected those drawings to include calculations, but the calculations 
were not included. 

According to Fuller’s evidence, the anchors were cast into the con-
crete in November 2009. It was not until February 22, 2010 that Fuller 
received resubmitted shop drawings, which were stamped February 20, 
2010 by the member. Fuller stated the drawing of RA-1, in particular, 
the cast-in-concrete anchor, did not satisfy his concerns. He also gave 
evidence that the calculations that were provided with the drawing 
were, in his view, inadequate because they did not illustrate the transfer 
of the load to the concrete. Fuller testified he directed the member to 
CSA A23.3-04, Appendix D, for guidance on the calculations that, in 
his opinion, were required to demonstrate adequate anchorage to con-

crete, but the member maintained he did not have 
enough concrete information for the two variables. 
Fuller gave evidence these two variables were the 
factors referred to in CSA Z291-98 Safety Code for 
Suspended Elevating Platforms at 6.3.2, that these 
were not unknown factors. The member repeated, 
on his calculations dated March 30, 2010, that the 
concrete resistance factor and the resistance modi-
fication factors were unknown and, again, asked 
for Fuller to specify them. Fuller gave evidence the 
concrete resistance factors were available in CSA 
A23.3-04 at clause 8.4.2, and the resistance modi-
fication factors were available in Annex D to CSA 
A.23.3-04 at clause 5.4. He explained that, in his 
view, the values set out in clauses 8.4.2. and 5.4 are 
available and should have been known by the mem-
ber before designing the anchor. He expressed that 
these values are basic to concrete design. They were 
not unusual standards. Fuller’s evidence was largely 
unchallenged by the member. 

Budziak was asked about the drawing by RNC 
Anchors that was sealed by the member on Novem-
ber 10, 2009 and whether, in his view, it complied 
with the standard. In Budziak’s opinion, it did not 
for a couple of reasons:

1. It did not give the breakdowns required by the 
standard; and

2. The calculations provided were insufficient to 
demonstrate the safety of the anchors.

Budziak was asked to comment on calculations pro-
vided by the member to the project manager that 
were stamped March 30, 2010. In particular, he 
was asked to comment on the member’s statement 
that CSA A.23.3-04, Annex D, was non-mandatory 
because, according to the member, the specified 
safety levels set out in Annex D:

“are intended for in-service conditions rather 
than short-term conditions. Hence, the ultimate 
fracture/pull out load of 5000lb, specified by 
CSA Z91-02, is not the load to be used in these 
calculations. Sentence D.1.4 stipulates that load 
applications that are predominantly high cycle, 
fatigue, or impact are not covered in Appendix D. 
The 5000lb load is dynamic-shock/impact load. 
Hence Appendix D calculations do not apply.  
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A 2500lb load for a period of 5 minutes is the load 
the anchors must withstand without permanent 
deformation and shall be load tested on site. This, 
however, is still only a short-term load so again, 
the following calculations are not applicable for the 
2500lb load test. Working load is usually limited 
to 1000lb for suspended equipment and 300lb for 
lifelines with corresponding safety factors. So the 
1000lb load is the load that suits the requirements 
for Appendix E calculations.”

Budziak disagreed with the member’s posi-
tion that Appendix D did not apply, and with the 
member’s position with respect to the loads to be 
used for testing purposes, and for use in the calcula-
tions. Budziak explained the shock load is double 
the service load. He also disagreed that the anchors 
were being used for a short-term service load, which 
he explained would be something like a short-term 
handling or construction condition. In his opinion, 
things like window washing and building main-
tenance were not short-term service loads. The 
anchors were on the building and would be used at 
least once a year. For that purpose, 1000lb was way 
too small. In his opinion, Annex D did apply.

With respect to his March 30, 2010 calculations, 
the member stated the factors he required to com-
plete his calculations were “unknown.” Budziak was 
asked about that statement. Budziak gave detailed 
evidence as to how the factors could be found. 
Budziak disagreed with the member’s position that, 
based on Annex D D.1.4., these anchors were not 
covered in the standard. According to D.1.4, “Load 
applications that are predominantly high cycle, 
fatigue, or impact are not covered by this Annex.” 
Budziak explained that this refers to things like 
light standards or antennae that are under constant 
winds, for example. These anchors, in his opinion, 
did not fall under that exception. Even if the mem-
ber were correct with respect to these anchors being 
exempted from Annex D, he did not agree that 
it was sufficient to use 1000lb in the calculations 
used to determine the safety of the anchor. Budziak 
referred to section 4.1.3.1 of the building code, 
paragraph 1i), which provides:

“factored load” means the product of a specified 
load and its principal load factor or companion 
load factor.

The member provided a set of calculations on 
August 24, 2010 for the purpose of demonstrating 
the fall arrest roof anchor resistance in concrete. 
Budziak was also asked to comment on these calcu-
lations. As to the member’s calculations, he stated 
they were unreliable. He further commented that 
some of the values were not correct and that, even 
using the member’s numbers, you could not make 
the anchors work. What he meant by that was even 
using all of the member’s numbers, if you were to 
do calculations for all of the types of stresses the 
anchors were required by the building code to with-
stand without pulling out of the concrete (pull-out) 
or without the anchors bending or breaking (frac-
ture) the anchors would still fail.

The member provided a modified design on 
November 25, 2009 in response to some of the 
concerns he had been asked to address. The modi-
fied design included the addition of a metal plate 
that was 4"″x 4"″x ¼" thick. Budziak was asked to 
comment on this and, again, found that the modi-
fied design was insufficient and could not be proven 
with calculations. According to Budziak’s evidence, 
using the correct values, the member’s design for the 
anchors still failed four of the six tests.

The member stated that he had acquired calcula-
tions by Thaler. They sent the calculations unsealed. 
He stated, in his evidence, there were contradictory 
requirements in the CSA standards and in the build-
ing code but, when pointed to the standards and the 
building code on cross-examination, he agreed they 
were the same. 

decision
The decision was rendered orally at the hearing. The 
parties requested and the panel agreed to provide 
reasons for the purpose of allowing the parties to 
make submissions on penalty. The decision that was 
rendered orally is set out below. The reasons for the 
decision follow.

The association bears the onus of proving the 
allegations in accordance with the standard of proof. 
The standard of proof applied by the panel was a 
balance of probabilities, and the panel required that 
the proof be clear and convincing and based upon 
cogent evidence accepted by the panel.
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wiTh respecT To The MeMber, Jiri krupkA
Having heard the witnesses and considering the 
evidence, the panel determined that the member, 
Jiri Krupka, P.Eng., is guilty of professional miscon-
duct pursuant to sections 72(2)(a)(b)(d)(h), and was 
unprofessional as provided under section 72(2)(j) of 
Regulation 941 of the act.

The panel accepts the association’s proposal that 
the allegation the member had signed and sealed 
drawings he had not actually checked be withdrawn 
and finds the member not guilty of contravening 
section 72(2)(e).

The panel was not satisfied the burden of proof 
to support incompetence under section 28(3)(a) of 
the act was satisfied and, thus, finds the member 
not guilty of this allegation. The matter related to 
the member’s employment with CAElliott from July 
2008 to July 2010. There was no evidence presented 
with respect to the member’s previous designs to sat-
isfy the onus of proof.

wiTh respecT To The cerTificATe of 
AuThorizATion holder, cAellioTT inc.
CAElliott employed the member and relied on him 
solely. CAElliott gave no evidence of its own, having 
pled guilty. Having found the member guilty, the 
panel also finds CAElliott guilty of professional mis-
conduct pursuant to sections 72(2)(a)(b)(d)(h), and 
of having been unprofessional as provided under 
section 72(2)(j) of Regulation 941 of the act. The 
panel bases its decision on the evidence presented by 
the parties.

issues
1. Was the member responsible for ensuring 

the safety of the anchors in terms of both the 
design of the anchors and attachment of the 
anchors to the concrete slab?

2. What was the appropriate standard, and was the 
member required to be aware of it?

3. Was the member required to prove the safety of 
his design by both calculations and testing, or 
was testing alone sufficient?

AnAlysis: reAsons for decision
who wAs responsible for The design of 
The Anchors?
The panel heard evidence from Fuller, who was the 
project manager for Halsall, the company responsi-
ble for the base building design. Fuller reviewed the 
scope of work and pointed out that it was within the 
scope of work of the component engineer to ensure 
the safe design and installation of the roof anchors. 
Fuller’s evidence was unchallenged by the member 
and supported by Budziak, the expert witness. The 
panel found Fuller to be a credible witness. The 
panel accepts that it was the member’s responsibility 
to ensure the safe design of the anchors.

whAT wAs The AppropriATe sTAndArd,  
And wAs The MeMber required To be 
AwAre of iT?
The member argued that, because he had pre-
pared his design based on a design that met CSA 
standards, he was not negligent. He also pointed 
out that he had used the same design for anchors 
before and they had not failed and that, once all the 
anchors were tested, they did not fail. The member 
implied that the figures he needed for his calcula-
tions could not be found. He implied Fuller should 
have provided him with the figures required for his 
calculations. The association’s witnesses provided 
evidence of the appropriate codes and standards. 
To meet the requirements of the building code, it 
is necessary to satisfy the relevant provisions of the 
building code, one related to design and the other 
related to use of the design. The member should have 
gone to the relevant section of the building code and 
should have known which standard applied. 

The code at paragraph 4.4.4.1(2), subject to 
certain conditions, provides that the type of anchor 
systems at issue in this case be designed, installed 
and tested in conformance with CSA Z91-02. CSA 
Z91-02 sets out the design, use and maintenance 
standards for lifeline and tie back anchors, includ-
ing requirements for the spacing of the anchors. It 
incorporates CSA Z271 by reference. CSA Z271 
sets out the structure design requirements for lifeline 
and tie back anchors, including the strength require-
ment at 6.3.2. Neither CSA Z91 nor CSA Z271 
refer to CSA A23.3-04; however, both witnesses for 
the association gave compelling evidence as to its 
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importance and its relevance to the design, instal-
lation and testing of the anchor systems that were 
the member’s responsibility in this case. The panel 
agrees it was among the applicable guidelines, stan-
dards and codes that a professional engineer in the 
member’s position was responsible for knowing and 
complying with.

It is undisputed that the member was not famil-
iar with applicable guidelines, standards and codes 
that applied to the anchor system he was designing, 
specifically CSA A23.3-04. Even after having the 
proper standards pointed out to him, the member 
failed to familiarize himself with those standards in 
a way sufficient to permit him to identify the proper 
factors to use in his calculations. It was the mem-
ber’s responsibility as the component engineer to be 
familiar with the proper guidelines, standards and 
codes. The panel agrees that the correct standard 
was CSA A23.3-04 and that the member, as the 
professional engineer responsible for designing the 
cast-in-concrete anchors (the component engineer), 
should have been aware of CSA A23.3-04. 

The panel finds that, even after being made aware 
that he was not following the proper standards, 
guidelines and codes, he failed to make himself aware 
of them until well after his anchors had been installed 
on the roof where they were to be used. 

wAs TesTing Alone sufficienT in The 
circuMsTAnces?
The member’s design, even using the lower standard 
set out by him, failed to meet the standard required 
using calculations and, as such, his design could not 
be proven by calculations. The member suggested he 
should be able to rely on a proven design, which was 
a CSA approved design but, on careful examination 
of his design, it is clear the member had modified 
that design. The panel agrees the design require-
ments set out at clause 6.3.2 of CSA A271 can only 
be satisfied by doing both calculations and testing 
and, further, that a design engineer is responsible for 
being familiar with the relevant guidelines, standards 
and codes. 

The fact that there is no evidence of the anchors 
having failed is insufficient. While the member 
argued that an engineer should be able to rely on 
his own judgment, the panel does not agree this is 
sufficient. The panel agrees with the witnesses for 
the association that the standards are put in place 

for a reason and that, to meet the standard of care 
required of a professional engineer, the responsible 
engineer must be both aware of them and must 
apply them. The panel finds the member was not 
aware, at the relevant time, of what the appropri-
ate standards for his design were, had reason to 
know he was not aware, proceeded nonetheless to 
install the anchors, and did so without ever hav-
ing applied the required calculations to ensure the 
safety of his design.  

The member gave evidence that his anchors were 
safety tested after installation and did not fail. The 
panel agrees the building code puts in place a set of 
standards that are required by law to be followed. 
The fact that a professional engineer, in this case, 
does not follow them is serious. The risk to public 
safety in failing to know and apply both compo-
nents of the testing required in the circumstances 
constitutes a failure to maintain the standards that 
a reasonable and prudent practitioner would main-
tain in the circumstances; is not sufficient to ensure 
public safety; and does constitute a failure to comply 
with applicable statutes, regulations, standards and 
codes contrary to Regulation 941.

With respect to his competence, there was no 
evidence led with respect to the member not having 
followed the appropriate standards in any previous 
work. The member gave evidence this was the first 
time anyone had suggested there might be a problem 
with his design. The member did base his design 
on a proven design. In his judgment, the design 
was sound. When the anchors were load tested, 
they did not fail. The member testified as to his 
concern for human life. In addition, looking at the 
evidence on the whole, the panel did not find there 
to be sufficient evidence to support, on a balance of 
probabilities, that the member displayed a lack of 
knowledge, skill and judgment, and a disregard for 
the welfare of the public sufficient to justify a finding 
of incompetence. For these reasons, the panel found 
the member not guilty of incompetence. 

penAlTy
The decision on penalty is reserved. The panel agreed 
to receive written submissions on penalty. A time-
frame for submissions was determined, and the 
panel chair was to set the deadlines based on the 
timelines once this Decision and Reasons is issued.
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A panel of the Discipline Committee met at the Association of Profes-
sional Engineers of Ontario in Toronto on October 23 and 24, 2013, 
to hear this matter. The decision on penalty was reserved and the panel 
agreed to receive written submissions on penalty. Written submissions 
were received from the association on June 5, 2014, with respect to the 
member and with respect to the certificate holder. Written submissions 
were received from the member on June 24, 2014. Further submissions 
were received from the association on July 11, 2014, with respect to the 
submissions of the member.

overview
The allegations relate to the design and installation of a roof anchor 
system on a new eight-storey building that was constructed in down-
town Ottawa and, more specifically, to the installation of anchors in 
the reinforced concrete portion of the roof. Jiri Krupka, P.Eng. (the 
member), was employed by CAElliott Inc. (the certificate holder) for 
the period between July 2008 and July 2010. He was the responsible 
engineer for the certificate holder and obtained the Certificate of 
Authorization for the certificate holder. The certificate holder and the 
member were hired to design and supervise the installation of the roof 
anchor system in question.

The decision was rendered orally at the hearing. The parties 
requested, and the panel agreed, to provide reasons for the purpose of 
allowing the parties to make submissions on penalty. 

wiTh respecT To The MeMber
The panel determined that the member was guilty of professional 
misconduct pursuant to paragraphs 72(2)(a)(b)(d)(h) and was unprofes-
sional as provided under paragraph 72(2)(j) of Regulation 941 of the 
Professional Engineers Act (the act).

David Robinson, P.Eng., signed this Decision and Reasons for the 
decision as chair of this discipline panel, and on behalf of the mem-
bers of the discipline panel: Ishwar Bhatia, P.Eng., Aubrey Friedman, 
P.Eng., Kathleen Robichaud, LLB, and Robert Willson, P.Eng.

PenaLTy Decision anD Reasons
in the matter of a hearing under the Professional Engineers Act, R.s.o. 1990, c. P.28; and in 

the matter of a complaint regarding the conduct of JiRi KRUPKa, P.enG., a member of the 

association of Professional engineers of ontario, and caeLLioTT inc., a holder of a certificate  

of authorization.

wiTh respecT To The cerTificATe holder
The panel also found the certificate holder guilty 
of professional misconduct pursuant to paragraphs 
72(2)(a)(b)(d)(h) and of having been unprofessional 
as provided under paragraph 72(2)(j) of Regulation 
941 of the act. 

subMissions As To penAlTy
The association filed its own Submissions on 
Penalty on June 5, 2014 and July 11, 2014. The 
member filed his own Submissions on Penalty 
on June 24, 2014. No submissions were made by 
CAElliott Inc.

(A)  subMissions of The AssociATion wiTh 
respecT To The MeMber

Jiri Krupka, P.Eng., has been a licensed professional 
engineer under the Professional Engineers Act since 
December 8, 1995. He was employed by CAElliott 
Inc. at all material times. 

The association identified the objectives for penalty, 
pointing out that the five objectives of penalty are:
(a) the protection of the public;
(b) the maintenance of the reputation of the  

profession in the eyes of the public;
(c) general deterrence;
(d) specific deterrence; and
(e) rehabilitation.
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Of these objectives, the association submitted that the most impor-
tant is protection of the public interest. The association expressed 
particular concern with the member’s admission that he was not 
familiar with the applicable CSA standards, seeing this as evidence of 
an element of carelessness in connection with his design work. The 
association further submitted that the member was willing to design 
and oversee the installation of a life safety system without doing either 
proper calculations or testing to maximum capacity, relying instead 
on what the association described as the (lucky) fact that his systems 
had not actually failed in the past. According to the association, there 
was, therefore, an ongoing concern for public safety, which must be 
addressed in the penalty order. 

Another concern addressed in the submissions of the association was 
the issue of specific deterrence. In that regard, the association submitted 
that the member was not sufficiently appreciative of his error and had 
not indicated he had taken any further training. As such, the associa-
tion submitted that there is, therefore, a possibility of re-offence, which 
the association submitted should be addressed by way of penalty.

The appropriate penalty in this case according to the association:
With respect to the member, the association submitted that the panel 
should make the following orders by way of penalty:

(a) Pursuant to paragraph 28(4)(f) of the act, the member shall be rep-
rimanded and the fact of the reprimand shall be recorded on the 
register for a period of two (2) years.

(b) Pursuant to paragraph 28(4)(b) of the act, the member’s licence 
shall be suspended for a period of twenty four (24) months, com-
mencing one week after the date of release of the panel’s decision 
on penalty.

(c) Pursuant to paragraph 28(4)(k) of the act, nineteen (19) months 
of the 24-month suspension referred to above shall be suspended, 
provided that:

 unless and until the member successfully passes the following 
examinations administered by PEO: 98-Civ-B I (Advanced 
Structural Analysis), and 98-Civ-82 (Advanced Structural 
Design), the member shall not undertake or provide structural 
engineering services and, in particular, he shall not design or 
supervise the installation of roof anchor systems, except under 
the direct supervision of another professional engineer who 
takes responsibility for the work. 
In the event that the member breaches the proviso referred to 
above, the registrar shall provide him with three weeks’ notice 
thereof, upon the expiry of which the remaining nineteen (19) 
months of the suspension shall be imposed.

(d) Pursuant to paragraph 28(4)(e) of the act, 
it shall be a restriction on the licence of the 
member that he shall not undertake or provide 
structural engineering services and, in particular, 
he shall not design or supervise the installation 
of roof anchor systems, except under the super-
vision of another professional engineer, unless 
and until he successfully completes the exami-
nations specified in subparagraph (c)(i) above.

(e) Pursuant to subsection 28(5) of the act, the 
order of the panel shall be published, with the 
reasons therefore, together with the member’s 
name, in the official publication of PEO.

Additional submissions of the association on key 
elements of the proposed penalty:

(i)  Suspension 
The association submitted that, if the member 
were to comply with the requirements of para-
graph (c) of the penalty proposed above, his 
licence would be suspended for a total of five 
(5) months. It was the view of the association 
that this is a relatively long suspension, which 
it felt reflects the seriousness of the conduct in 
issue and the gravity of the risk to the public. It 
relied on two Discipline Committee decisions 
(Braunshstein and Cook) in which suspensions 
had been ordered.

(ii)  Restriction on practice 
It was submitted by the association that the 
objectives of rehabilitation and specific deter-
rence would best be met if the member were 
required to prove that he understands the 
principles of structural analysis and design by 
passing the examinations referred to above. The 
practice restriction would provide protection to 
the public until he does so.

In addition to Braunshstein (referred to above), 
the association referred to the following cases, 
which involved practice restrictions similar to those 
proposed in this case: PEO v. an Engineer et al. 
(Gazette, January/February 2012); PEO v. David 
W. Seberras et al. (Gazette, July/August 2006); and 
PEO v. a Member (Gazette, May/June 1997). 
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Conclusion of the association
The association submitted that, for all the above 
reasons, the penalty proposed by it is fair and rea-
sonable, and that it meets the five objectives of 
penalty, set out above.

(b) subMissions of The MeMber on penAlTy
The member also made submissions in which 
he accepted the panel’s analysis and conclusions. 
He expressed regret at what he described as his 
“unprofessional approach in relying on the connec-
tion detail published by the anchor manufacturer 
(Thaler) neglecting to carry out the pertinent cal-
culations as required.” He agreed that, as he was 
responsible for the design of the anchors, he should 
have been aware of what calculations were appli-
cable, and further acknowledged in his submissions 
that load testing alone was not sufficient.

The member stated, in his submissions, that 
he took full responsibility for his wrongdoing and 
expressed that he was eager to upgrade and improve 
his skills. He provided evidence of his enrolment in 
the 98-Civ-B2 (Advanced Structural Design) course 
with Global Innovative Campus, with the inten-
tion of writing the next test administered by the 
Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario in 
December 2014. He described the process of dealing 
with this complaint as a learning experience for him, 
explaining that this was the first time such a com-
plaint was made regarding his work.

The member argued for a shorter suspension, 
of one month only. He supported his position on 
penalty by pointing out that he uses his professional 
stamp in his employment and that, if he were to lose 
the ability to use his stamp for the five months pro-
posed by the association, that he would very likely 
lose his job. He explained that he is the primary 
income earner for his family and that losing his job 
would result in financial hardship for his wife and 
children. He accepted that his actions should be 
penalized, but asked for consideration of a reduc-
tion in the amount of time that his professional 
licence was to be suspended. He further pointed 
out that this was his first complaint, and that he 
was co-operative and acted in good faith during the 
investigation process. He expressed profound regret 

and a commitment to take steps to correct and improve his skills as a 
professional engineer.

(c)  subMissions of The AssociATion wiTh respecT To The  
cerTificATe holder

CAElliott Inc. (the certificate holder) no longer holds a Certificate of 
Authorization.

With regard to the certificate holder, it should be noted that it 
pled guilty and did not contest the charges. It appears that it ended its 
relationship with the member shortly after the complainant made his 
complaint in this matter. It has not renewed its Certificate of Authori-
zation. It does not appear that there is any need to protect the public 
from the certificate holder’s activities in the future, nor does there 
appear to be any real risk of re-offence.

The appropriate penalty in this case according to the association:
With respect to the certificate holder:

As the certificate holder does not currently hold a Certificate of 
Authorization, PEO respectfully submits that a fine of $5,000 should be 
imposed if and when the certificate holder seeks a new or renewed Cer-
tificate of Authorization. The authority for the imposition of this penalty 
is subsections 28(4)(h) and 28(4)(k) of the Professional Engineers Act. 

In support of its position, the association relied on the decision of 
the Discipline Committee dated November 2, 2012, in the matter of 
Peter Famiglietti.

No submissions were made by or on behalf of the certificate holder.

penAlTy decision
The panel deliberated on the penalty submissions and, pursuant to the 
Professional Engineers Act, orders the following as to penalty:

(a) Pursuant to paragraph 28(4)(f) of the Professional Engineers Act, the 
member shall be reprimanded, and the fact of the reprimand shall 
be recorded on the register for a period of two (2) years;

(b) Pursuant to paragraph 28(4)(b) of the Professional Engineers Act, 
the member’s licence be suspended for a period of two (2) months 
commencing one week after the release of the panel’s decision on 
penalty;

(c) Pursuant to paragraph 28(4)(d) of the Professional Engineers Act, 
the member’s licence be limited for a period of up to twenty-two 
(22) months following the end of the suspension such that the 
member not undertake or provide structural engineering services 
except under the direct supervision of another professional engi-
neer who takes responsibility for that work;
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(d) Pursuant to paragraph 28(4)(k)(i) of the Profes-
sional Engineers Act, the limitation stipulated in 
paragraph c) above be suspended if and at such 
time as the member successfully passes the tests 
administered by PEO for both of 98-CIV-B1 
(Advanced Structural Analysis) and 98-CIV-B2 
(Advanced Structural Design);

(e) Pursuant to paragraphs 28(4)(h) and 28(4)(k)(i) 
of the Professional Engineers Act, CAElliott Inc. 
shall pay a fine in the amount of five thousand 
dollars ($5,000) to the minister of finance for 
payment into the Consolidated Revenue Fund 
if and when CAElliott Inc. seeks a new or 
renewed Certificate of Authorization to be paid 
prior to the issuance or renewal of the certifi-
cate; 

(f) Pursuant to paragraphs 28(4)(i) and 28(5) of 
the Professional Engineers Act, the Decision and 
Reasons for the findings and penalty shall be 
published in Engineering Dimensions, with  
reference to names; and 

(g) There shall be no order with respect to costs.

reAsons for decision on penAlTy
The decisions referred to by the association are not 
binding on the panel. The panel also felt that they 
dealt with somewhat different circumstances than 
the present case.

durATion of suspension
Taking into consideration the submissions of both 
parties, the panel concluded that the penalty pro-
posed by the association, especially in terms of the 
length of the proposed suspension being for five 
months, was more stringent than the circumstances 
required and did not adequately account for the 
personal circumstances of the member. The panel 
considered also that, following the hearing, the 
member expressed remorse and an understanding 
of the mistakes he had made. Nonetheless, while 
the penalty proposed by the association was more 
stringent than necessary, the penalty proposed by 
the member was, however, felt to be insufficient. 

The member did not appear to fully understand the nature and con-
sequences of his actions until after the hearing. The member was not 
familiar with the applicable codes for the roof anchor systems he was 
designing. The panel felt that a two-month suspension was adequate to 
serve the goals of specific and general deterrence in that it would have  
a significant enough impact on the member while, at the same time, 
serving as a warning to licensed professional engineers of ensuring they 
are competent in the area they are working.

liMiTATions on licence
The panel considered the expressions of remorse and the demonstra-
tion of willingness and interest by the member to improve his skills by 
enrolling in courses. Mindful of the goal of rehabilitation, the panel 
determined this goal would be better met by a shorter suspension and 
a clearer and longer period of supervision until the member demon-
strates an understanding through testing by the association in structural 
engineering, the aspect of the discipline of professional engineering that 
he was lacking when he designed the roof anchors. Protection of the 
public is served by the member having a limitation on his licence such 
that his work in the area of structural engineering must be supervised 
by another professional engineer until he demonstrates competence 
in that area. The requirement to successfully pass the structural engi-
neering tests, and until then have limits on the licence, serves both 
the goal of protecting the public as well as the goal of rehabilitation. 

publicATion
Publication of the Reasons for the Decision and Penalty were con-
sidered important as part of the overall penalty and will help to deter 
members from similar acts of misconduct. 

The panel finds that, given the overall circumstances of this case, the 
publication of the Decision and Reasons with names and the imposi-
tion of the two-month suspension and restrictions on the licence of the 
member for up to 22 months will serve that purpose.

fine iMposed on The cerTificATe holder
As for the certificate holder, the panel accepted the penalty proposed 
by the association, seeing no reason to vary from it. The panel accepts 
that the certificate holder is no longer providing service to the public 
and that should it attempt to do so by seeking a new or to renew a 
Certificate of Authorization, a fine of $5,000 is an appropriate deter-
rent should CAElliott Inc. choose to provide engineering services to 
the public in the future.

As for costs, no costs were sought by the association and, as such, 
the panel finds that an award for costs was not warranted.
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All components of the penalty serve to protect 
the public and help to maintain public confidence 
in the ability of the profession to act as a regulator.

David Robinson, P.Eng., signed this Decision 
and Reasons for the penalty as chair of this disci-
pline panel and on behalf of the members of the 
discipline panel: Ishwar Bhatia, P.Eng., Aubrey 
Friedman, P.Eng., Kathleen Robichaud, LLB, and 
Robert Willson, P.Eng.

On December 17, 2014, the certificate of authorization of Falcon 
Group International Inc. was revoked pursuant to an October 
29, 2014 Registrar’s Notice of proposal to Revoke a certificate of 
authorization. as a hearing was not requested within 30 days 
after the Notice of proposal was served upon the holder, the  
registrar carried out the proposal and revoked the certificate  
of authorization.

noTice of licence revocATion–fAlcon group inTernATionAl inc.

The Ontario Superior Court of Justice has upheld 
that companies and individuals who suggest they 
offer professional engineering services must be 
authorized by Professional Engineers Ontario and 
hold a Certificate of Authorization (C of A).

On February 13 the Hon. Mr. Justice Stinson 
ordered 2322650 Ontario Limited (operating 
as Erie Structures) to cease holding itself out as 
an engineering firm, and its principals, William 
David Dendekker, Jonathon Joel Dendekker and 
Bernard Fehr, to stop representing that they can 
perform “engineering” or that the company has 
“engineers.” The court awarded PEO $5,586.36 
for its application costs.

PEO received reports of two greenhouse projects 
with structural problems. A project in Mount Albert 
undertaken by Erie Greenhouse Systems Inc. was the 
subject of a lawsuit over the quality of its construction, 
and a false engineering seal had been used on permit 
application drawings. A project in Kingsville under-
taken by Erie Greenhouse Services Inc. was reported 
to show signs of a twisted and distorted structure.

A PEO investigation found that Erie Greenhouse 
Systems Inc. and Erie Greenhouse Structures Inc. 
are predecessors of Erie Structures and are currently 

coURT oRDeRs TiLLsonbURG’s eRie sTRUcTURes To cease  
hoLDinG oUT as enGineeRinG fiRm

bankrupt. They operated from the same address in Tillsonburg and 
had shared management as Erie Structures. The Erie companies carried 
out the structural design, preparation of engineering drawings, permit 
applications and construction for both the Mount Albert and Kingsville 
projects. On their websites and in their printed materials, Erie Greenhouse 
Structures Inc. and Erie Structures were also holding out that they  
performed “engineering.” At no time did any of the Erie companies 
hold a C of A to provide professional engineering services, nor did any 
of them employ a professional engineer.

In the court proceedings, Mr. Justice Stinson found: “The mate-
rial filed demonstrates the unauthorized use of the terms ‘engineer’ 
and ‘engineering’ in breach of the Professional Engineers Act,” and 
further went on in his endorsement to say: “Given the potential serious 
consequences of the unauthorized practice of engineering that may 
result from such unauthorized use, an order restraining such conduct 
is appropriate.” He ordered that Erie Structures cease using the words 
“engineer,” or “engineering” or any other term, title or description 
that will lead to the belief that it may provide to the public services 
that are within the practice of professional engineering. Erie Structures 
may no longer represent on its website or in its printed materials that 
it employs engineers or that it performs engineering services. He also 
ordered William David Dendekker, Jonathon Joel Dendekker and  
Bernard Fehr to ensure that, now and in the future, any company for 
which they are an officer or director refrain from holding out as an 
engineering firm, unless the company holds a C of A.
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A plAn for implementing the Elliot Lake Commission of 
Inquiry recommendations requiring PEO action, which was 
received at the November 2014 council meeting, has now 
been reviewed by several PEO committees and task forces, 
including the Legislation and Professional Standards (PSC) 
committees, the PSC’s Structural Assessment Guideline Sub-
committee, and the Continuing Professional Development, 
Competence and Quality Assurance Task Force.

Feedback from these groups has been used to prepare a 
new implementation plan that was presented to council at 
the February meeting. Council has given the go-ahead for the 
appropriate committees and staff to begin work on the follow-
ing of the plan’s recommendations:
•	 PSC	and	its	Structural	Assessment	Guideline	Subcom-

mittee will develop a structural inspection performance 
standard, prepare an appropriate amendment to Regula-
tion 260/08, and assist the government in determining 
which buildings the standard applies to;

•	 PSC	and	its	subcommittee	will	develop	a	performance	
standard for engineers preparing structural adequacy 
reports following a structural inspection to determine 
whether a building meets the Minimum Structural Main-
tenance Standard, once this standard has been created by 
the ministry;

•	 PSC	will	determine	the	best	way	to	inform	members	that	
they should not alter the contents of their engineering 
reports at the request of clients, and that changes should be 
made based only on engineering principles or changed facts;

•	 The	registrar	will	implement	a	searchable	website	database	
of information that includes the names of every licensee 
and Certificate of Authorization (C of A) holder; the 
terms, conditions and limitations attached to each licence 
or C of A; a note of every revocation, suspension, cancel-
lation or termination of a licence or C of A; information 
about upcoming Discipline Committee hearings; and find-
ings of professional misconduct or incompetence; and 

•	 The	registrar	and	PSC	will	work	with	the	Ontario	Associa-
tion of Architects and the Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
and Housing to prepare a definition of “prime consultant,” 
which would be either a P.Eng. or an architect designated 
by the owner of a building that requires the services of more 

CounCil approves revised 
elliot lake reCommendations 
implementation plan

498th MEEtING, FEbruary 5, 6, 2015

By Jennifer Coombes

than one professional consultant. In addition, PSC will 
develop a guideline for engineers acting as prime consultants 
and the registrar will work with the ministry to amend the 
Ontario Building Code to require owners to engage P.Engs 
or architects as prime consultants for buildings that, accord-
ing to the engineers’ and architects’ acts, must be designed 
by a professional engineer, an architect, or both.

Council agreed that certain of the recommendations require 
more in-depth policy analysis before they can be implemented. 
These are:
•	 developing	a	structural	engineering	specialist	designation.	

Council has directed the registrar to investigate whether 
creating exclusive areas of practice would have a negative 
impact on the practice of engineering by members or 
on the public perception of the profession, and to study 
whether introducing a structural engineering specialist 
designation would set a precedent in which other minis-
tries or the public would demand the creation of similar 
specialists in other areas of engineering practice. The reg-
istrar is to report to council at its June meeting;

•	 requiring	P.Engs	to	make	available	all	records	in	their	
possession related to the structural integrity of a building. 
The registrar will seek a legal opinion on PEO’s author-
ity to implement this requirement and its implications 
on the practices of the engineers in possession of these 
records and on those performing structural inspections 
who would be required to obtain the records. The reg-
istrar will deliver a legal opinion to PSC, which will 
provide a report to council on the recommendation’s 
viability and possible alternatives by October 15; and

•	 requiring	P.Engs	to	disclose	to	clients	any	licence	suspen-
sions or revocations and the reasons for them. The registrar 
will obtain a legal opinion on whether PEO has authority 
under the Professional Engineers Act to require this of engi-
neers and the implications of doing so, and provide the 
opinion and a recommendation to council in June.

40 ShEppard 8th Floor
An in-camera discussion at the February meeting concerned 
what to do with the space on the eighth floor of PEO head-
quarters once the current tenant’s lease ends this year. PEO’s 
council chamber and associated dining rooms currently 
occupy part of the floor, with the remainder of the floor, 
about 7500 square feet, leased to the federal government 
since before PEO’s purchase of the building. 

Council brought the discussion into open session for council-
lors to consider three options: re-lease the suite, occupy the suite, 
or leave it vacant until PEO decides on a use for the space.

After much discussion, council defeated a motion that 
would have seen the registrar create concept layouts and 
associated budgets for PEO occupying the space for council’s 
review. Instead, councillors approved leasing the suite to a 
new tenant when it becomes vacant.
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 GOvERNMENt lIaISON pROGRaM

PEO looking forward to

second decade
of government liaison work

By Michael Mastromatteo
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PEO’s Government Liaison Program  

has hit the 10-year milestone.  

What began as an effort to counter 

government incursion into PEO’s  

regulatory domain has evolved into  

a vehicle to assist policy-makers and  

to celebrate professional  

engineering in the  

public interest.

It is commonly understood in Ontario engineering circles 
that PEO’s successful court challenge in 2006 of the Ontario 
housing ministry’s effort to impose its qualification system on 

an element of engineering practice ushered in a whole new era of 
active government relations efforts for the association.

Often described as the BRRAG or Bill 124 battle, PEO’s 
request for a judicial review of the application of the minis-
try’s qualification regime to an already regulated profession 
made clear that the engineering regulator would not tolerate 
conflicts with its jurisdiction under the Professional Engineers 
Act to regulate the practice of professional engineering in the 
public interest.

Prior to seeking the judicial review, then PEO CEO/reg-
istrar Kim Allen, P.Eng., FEC, sought an audience with then 
Ontario Attorney General Michael Bryant to argue PEO’s case.

“I voiced frustration at what we viewed as a rash of incur-
sions into PEO’s regulatory jurisdiction,” Allen recalls. 
“Minister Bryant’s message to us was simple–it was up to us 
to educate legislators about the value of our self-regulation.”

Now CEO of Engineers Canada, Allen took the attorney 
general’s message to heart. After a chance meeting with gov-
ernment relations specialist Howard Brown, Allen decided a 
more active government relations program would bring great 
benefit to the regulator.

“PEO needed new tools to make it happen,” Allen told 
Engineering Dimensions in February. “Thus, the Government 
Liaison Program [GLP] was officially launched in January 
2005. The [initial] vote at council was very close, as there was 
concern about lobbying for the public interest versus advanc-
ing our self-interest. That concern by council drove home 
that the program as it started out, and as it remains today, 
must only be a means for PEO to get on the same side of the 
table with government to address public interest challenges 
related to engineering. It is not there to advance the self-
interest of engineers.”

What began as a pilot project in 2005 within two years 
was an established part of PEO operations.

Force to be reckoned with
As former PEO president George Comrie, P.Eng., FEC, 
noted in 2012: “With the inauguration of its current Govern-
ment Liaison Program, PEO council asserted the Ontario 
regulator’s role as a stakeholder in government and public 
policy. Thus far, its largest action to raise our respect with 
government has been the successful fight over an ill-advised 
amendment to the Ontario Building Code and regulations in 
2004. Overnight, professional engineers became a force to be 
reckoned with in Ontario politics.”

The GLP began modestly with Brown being retained to 
spread PEO messages among MPPs at Queen’s Park. The 
program also became operational along chapter lines with 
each chapter establishing a GLP subcommittee to meet local 
elected officials and to organize such events as chapter-based 
town hall meetings–usually in conjunction with federal or 
provincial elections. Another early initiative was the Cam-



paign Colleges, which are dedicated to offering insights to 
PEO members interested in standing for election to municipal 
or provincial posts.

One of the most prominent GLP activities is the now 
annual engineering reception at Queen’s Park. Initiated in 
2005, the receptions bring engineers and legislators together 
to celebrate the profession and to remind government leaders 
of PEO’s core objectives. At the 2014 engineering reception, 
Ontario Attorney General Madeleine Meilleur paid tribute to 
PEO for its government relations work and, in particular, for 
“advancing the profession.”

“During the early years working with Howard Brown, we 
experimented with many practices to find what would best 
work within the PEO context,” Allen says. “Howard’s dedica-
tion, contacts and willingness to work all out helped shape the 
GLP into an effective program.”

As the program matured, PEO added new elements. For 
example, the Government Liaison Committee (GLC) was 
established in 2011 with Barry Steinberg, P.Eng., CEO of 
Consulting Engineers of Ontario, its first chair. With the 
launch of the committee, staff support to the program was 
transferred to Jeannette Chau, P.Eng., who became manager, 
student and government liaison programs. As the coordinat-
ing body for the GLP, the GLC was structured to include 
representation from PEO, the Ontario Society of Professional 
Engineers (OSPE), Engineers Canada, and the Engineering 
Student Societies’ Council of Ontario, making it representa-
tive of the wider engineering community.

More recently, the GLP introduced “Take Your MPP to 
Work Day,” which sees a local MPP tour an engineering facil-
ity as a guest of a PEO member. The most recent such day 
took place January 21 with PEO’s London Chapter hosting 
MPP Teresa Armstrong.

The GLP today continues to operate to ensure that gov-
ernment, PEO members and the public all recognize PEO’s 
regulatory mandate and, in particular, its contributions to 
maintaining the highest levels of professionalism among 
engineers working in the public interest. The program also 
positions PEO as having unique knowledge and expertise, 
which would be of benefit to government when it is consid-
ering new policy directions that may have an impact on the 
regulation of the practice of professional engineering and the 
safety of the people of Ontario. 

Peo as a Partner
The ultimate aim of the GLP is to have the provincial govern-
ment regard PEO as a partner that ought to have influence 
and an impact on the direction of policies applicable to the 
engineering profession.

A second milestone for PEO’s government liaison work 
occurred over the Fair Access to Regulated Professions Act. The 
provincial government made access to regulated occupa-
tions, particularly for internationally educated professionals, 
a priority issue, forcing some regulators to take stock of their 
registration practices. 

Take Your MPP to Work Day has become a popular way for PEO 
chapters to participate directly in the Government Liaison Program. On 
January 21, the London Chapter hosted London-Fanshawe MPP Teresa 
Armstrong (second from right) for a tour of the Upper Thames Valley 
Conservation Authority. With Armstrong are (left to right) London 
Chapter Vice Chair Imtiaz Shah, P.Eng., PEO Government Liaison 
Committee Chair Darla Campbell, P.Eng., and London Chapter GLP 
Chair Tomiwa Olukiyesi, P.Eng.
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A Take Your MPP to Work Day event in August 2013 attracted a 
crowd of engineers and Oakville Chapter members. Oakville MPP and 

Minister of Labour Kevin Flynn (fourth from 
left) was joined for a tour of Siemens Canada 
by (left to right) then Chapter Chair Warren 
Turnbull, P.Eng., then Chapter GLP Chair 
Ankesh Siddhantakar, EIT, Siemens Canada 
CEO Robert Hardt, Siemens VP Lucy Casacia, 
Darla Campbell, P.Eng., PEO Councillor Rob 
Willson, P.Eng., and then chapter executive 
member Fred Datoo, P.Eng.



“PEO was engaged from the start in late 2004,” Allen says. 
“We worked effectively with the responsible ministers and with 
Judge George Thompson, who was charged with reviewing 
appeal processes in Ontario’s regulated professions. PEO was the 
only regulator to support government from start to finish.”

Allen is especially gratified with the GLP’s role in guid-
ing the provincial government’s Open for Business Act, 2010, 
which, among other things, included a new definition of pro-
fessional engineering. It also allowed PEO to make a number 
of administrative and governance enhancements. 

“Through the efforts of GLP, PEO was able to achieve 66 
amendments to its Professional Engineers Act (PEA) through the 
government’s open for business legislation,” Allen says. “The 
PEO changes took up more than 10 per cent of the bill. These 
were the first major amendments to the PEA in more than 25 
years. It reflected the provincial government’s commitment to 
a strong engineering profession that can best serve the public 
and respond to the needs of Ontario businesses and individuals 
seeking to be licensed to practise professional engineering.”

the chaPter Factor
The involvement of PEO’s 36 chapters through the GLP has 
proven to be a valuable addition to PEO’s government rela-
tions work.

Gerry Meade, P.Eng., the first chair of York Chapter’s GLP 
Committee, cites meetings with local Liberal party MPPs, 
including Helena Jaczek of Oak Ridges-Markham, as one of 
the highlights of the chapter’s early government relations work.

“Dr. Jaczek noted that we were the first group she had met 
who asked what we could do to help her and the community 
rather than asking for help,” Meade says. One outgrowth of 
the MPP meeting was the formation of a York Chapter com-
mittee to review electricity supply issues in York Region. It 
was one of the earliest examples of engineers recommending 
policy ideas in the key energy sector.

“It’s crucial for professional engineers to be engaged at all 
levels of the political process,” Meade says, regarding PEO’s 
government relations work. “[The government’s] policy deci-
sions have a great impact on our profession and we are often 
the ones who have to implement those decisions. In addi-
tion, they are making decisions related to important technical 
matters. We have to ensure that they have the necessary infor-
mation to make those decisions.”

Giant leaP Forward
In the Windsor area, government relations work has also paid 
rich dividends. Andrew Dowie, P.Eng., chair of the Windsor 
Chapter GLP Committee, and a new member of Tecumseh 
municipal council, says Windsor-area MPPs have been highly 
receptive to political outreach work.

“[Local MPPs] have participated in a number of initia-
tives and were incredibly responsive with respect to recent 
legislative matters involving PEO,” Dowie told Engineering 
Dimensions. “Former MPP Teresa Piruzza even provided each 

Whitby MPP and current Progressive Conservative party leadership 
candidate Christine Elliott (left) and Willowdale MPP and current 
Aboriginal Affairs Minister David Zimmer, LLB, were among the high-
profile speakers at PEO’s Candidate College October 14, 2009. Then 
PEO President Catherine Karakatsanis, P.Eng., FEC, is at the podium. 
The event brought together a diverse group of legislators who shared 
their thoughts on how engineers can engage with government and 
bring their message to the widest possible audience.

Current Ontario Deputy Premier and Treasury Board President Deb 
Matthews traded anecdotes with political rival Blair McCreadie, past 
president of the Progressive Conservative Party of Ontario, at PEO’s 
first-ever Campaign College in September 2006. The event, which 
included engineers and legislators from all levels of government, was 
one of the regulator’s early government liaison efforts.

Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne (centre) hosts her annual summer 
reception, which in 2014 became the setting for an engineering-related 
conversation among (left to right) Sandro Perruzza, CEO, Ontario Society 
of Professional Engineers; PEO President David Adams, P.Eng., FEC; Ping 
Wu, P.Eng., president, Professional Engineers Government of Ontario; 
and Harmail Basi, P.Eng., of the Grand River Chapter.
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PEO’s government liaison work has afforded new 
opportunities for engineers to meet representatives at all 
levels of government. In May 2010, then PEO President 
Diane Freeman, P.Eng., FEC (left), met former governor 
general Michaëlle Jean (far right) at a Canadian Club of 
Toronto event to discuss engineers’ role in humanitarian 
work. Second from left is Howard Brown of Brown & Cohen 
Communications & Public Affairs Inc. Next to him is John 
Capobianco, then president of the Canadian Club of Toronto.

The 2013 Queen’s Park reception was the scene for this 
meeting with (left to right) Mark Haynes, P.Eng., of the 
Simcoe-Muskoka Chapter, Darla Campbell, P.Eng., current 
chair of the Government Liaison Committee, Richmond Hill 
MPP and Minister of Research and Innovation and now 
also Colleges, Training and Universities Reza Moridi, and 
Mike Kovacs, EIT, past president of the Engineering Student 
Societies’ Council of Ontario. PEO’s Government Liaison 
Program has long made efforts to include engineering 
students and EITs in its work.

of our new licensees with scrolls to celebrate their achievement. When 
the program was in its infancy, we wouldn’t get our calls returned from 
local MPPs, so where we are at now represents a giant leap forward.”

Dowie says the GLP has encouraged more engineers to engage 
in local politics. “There has been an uptick in recent years regarding 
professional engineers stepping forward for civic engagement roles, 
where we did not often see this in the past. We have a credible mes-
sage to convey and having more engineers step up and engage with 
government can serve to enhance the awareness of engineering, and the 
considerations that go into it, into our community’s consciousness.” 

MeasurinG success
Now 10 years into the program, PEO’s GLP can measure success in a 
number of ways. The Queen’s Park receptions continue to attract dozens 
of MPPs from all parties each fall. PEO town hall meetings have been 
used as a venue for Ontario cabinet members to make major announce-
ments and, as government relations consultant Brown has noted, every 
sitting MPP at Queen’s Park has had at least one interaction with an 
engineering group. 

“Over the 10 years, what continues to really impress me is the true 
dedication of engineers, PEO presidents, council and PEO staff to 
engage with politicians to protect and serve the public interest, to build 
a better province and country, and that most politicians are interested 
in exactly the same thing,” says Kim Allen. “When we respect each 
other and work together, we achieve our mutual goal of protecting and 
serving the public interest.”

It’s a far cry from the days of engineering as the silent profession 
and from the time an attorney general would admonish the regulator to 
go about educating legislators as to what it is all about.

Despite its record of achievement, however, PEO’s government rela-
tions program is still a work in progress. “There’s definitely still room to 
grow,” says program manager Chau. “It’s still about relationship building 
and letting government officials know that engineers are the ones they 
should look to for help and advice on certain policy matters.”

It’s a view echoed by Darla Campbell, P.Eng., who recently succeeded 
Steinberg as chair of the GLC.

“Let’s seek to improve in areas where we can be more effective and 
efficient,” Campbell says. “Engineers know the value of innovation and 
sometimes we need to focus on not reinventing the wheel. Chapters 
can learn from each other, from the successes–and lessons learned–in 
GLP activities. We will continue to work closely with OSPE to ensure 
that we support each other’s government liaison initiatives.”

As for indicators of GLP success, Campbell referred to a meeting 
with MPP Bob Delaney (Mississauga-Streetsville) at the November 5, 
2014 Queen’s Park reception. “We asked him how PEO could build 
better relationships with MPPs. We were told that the efforts of PEO 
in the past few years have been exemplary and a model that other asso-
ciations should follow.”

Then Ontario Attorney General Chris 
Bentley, LLB, praised PEO’s government 
relations work at the 2008 Queen’s Park 
reception. He also cited the regulator 
for the profession’s commitment to help 
in developing technically sound public 
policy. The annual receptions are a high 
point of the regulator’s ongoing efforts 
to forge positive relations between 
engineers and provincial legislators.
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Policy centre

created in response to Peo’s efforts to forge  

more positive government relations, the ontario  

centre for engineering and Public Policy looks  

to extend P.eng. engagement to new levels.

By Michael MastroMatteo

civic potential

reflects new  
confidence

in engineers’ 

The Hon. Glen Murray, MPP, now minister of the environment and 
climate change, spoke at the 2011 Public Policy Conference as then 
minister of research and innovation.
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commitment to OCEPP and, at its September 2010 meeting, decided 
OCEPP should remain a PEO department, focusing on regulatory 
issues, and subject to review by council each November. By early 2011, 
OCEPP was integrated into the policy and professional affairs unit of 
PEO’s tribunals and regulatory affairs division, its emphasis shifting 
gradually to PEO regulatory policy development rather than public 
policy issues or government relations.

Shortly after its creation, OCEPP began delivering on its initial aim 
of providing policy recommendations and engineering solutions to gov-
ernment. In addition to annual policy conferences attracting high-profile 
speakers, the centre instituted its policy engagement series of presenta-
tions on issues ranging from urban infrastructure to cyber security.

ExchangE of idEas
Catherine Shearer-Kudel, former program manager of OCEPP, says the 
policy engagement events gave engineers an opportunity to mingle with 
policy development experts from government, academe and industry.

“Their biggest impact, I would say, is getting engineers in the same 
room and talking with Ontario government policy people, as well as 
association heads, business leaders and others, to discuss important 
issues, such as energy, climate change, health, infrastructure and trans-
portation,” Shearer-Kudel says.

It wasn’t long before government leaders and the academic 
community took notice of OCEPP’s work. At the 2010 engineer-
ing reception at Queen’s Park, former attorney general Chris Bentley 
described OCEPP as “a remarkable centre for delivering practical ideas 
for some of the solutions the government needs.”

One of the most interesting developments arising from the cen-
tre’s early policy engagement talks was the creation of a study group 
to review the viability of using partially spent nuclear reaction fuel as 
a source of new energy generation. Inspired by the work of Professor 
Peter Ottensmeyer, PhD, of the University of Toronto, the study group 
produced a paper on the use of fast-neutron reactors and fuel reprocess-
ing as an input to public policy development for the energy sector.

going forward
Today, OCEPP is guided by an advisory board led by Professor Brian 
Surgenor, PhD, P.Eng., of Queen’s University. The 10-member board 
includes representation from universities, professional associations, the 
Ontario Society of Professional Engineers, government, industry and 
even graduate students.

Although OCEPP has but a seven-year history, its influence is 
spreading throughout Ontario’s engineering community. “The impact 
of policy work can easily take 10, 15 or more years to be felt, and the 
centre has only been operating since late 2008,” Shearer-Kudel says. “It 
can be difficult to ascertain what influenced a decision, at what stage of 
policy development the decision was impacted, and to what degree.”

She adds that many engineers now practising have had little, if any, 
training in policy, and it can be difficult for them to appreciate the 
complex nature of today’s policy development.

t
he Ontario Centre for Engineering and  
Public Policy (OCEPP) was devised in 
2007 as an offshoot of PEO’s stepped-up 
government relations.

Fresh off a successful legal challenge of the 
Ontario housing ministry’s jurisdiction to impose an 
examination regime on licensed practitioners through 
the building code, PEO felt it only appropriate to 
attempt to harness the technical expertise of its mem-
bers on the provincial government’s behalf in guiding 
new policy initiatives that would benefit from this 
expertise. It was expected that by creating a policy 
centre, the government would look to PEO and engi-
neers as a trusted partner in helping develop public 
policy, especially as it involves such issues as energy, 
infrastructure renewal, environmental sustainability, 
transportation and risk management.

OCEPP was also abetted in its birth with linger-
ing concerns that input from engineers was largely 
absent in the policy development realm.

As early as 2004, for example, Tom Brzustowski, 
P.Eng., former president, Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council of Canada, told 
PEO members gathering for their annual general 
meeting that professional engineers are rarely seen 
or heard from in developing policy or creating 
innovation strategies.

Officially launched in 2008, OCEPP’s mandate 
was to develop policy papers and position state-
ments, act as a think tank research centre and 
provide information and encouragement for engi-
neers with political ambitions. It was also charged 
with making viable connections with universities, 
engineering organizations, professional associations 
and government.

To publicize its work, OCEPP introduced The 
Journal of Policy Engagement as an insert in Engineering 
Dimensions magazine. Later, the journal became an 
annual compilation of the articles published in the 
magazine’s Policy Engagement section.

At the time of its creation, it was thought OCEPP 
would eventually become independent of PEO, with 
the regulator being just one of many participating orga-
nizations with an interest in this area. When success in 
this goal proved difficult to achieve within a reasonable 
timeframe, PEO council re-evaluated the association’s 
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“I think it’s important to recognize that many 
people and groups influence policy-making, includ-
ing policy advisors working in government offices, 
municipalities or other governments,” Shearer-
Kudel says. “It’s not just those at the senior levels 
who exert influence. Individual citizens and interest 
groups can make or break policy decisions.”

spEcial rolE
Bernard Ennis, P.Eng., PEO’s director, policy and 
professional affairs, in 2011 was given the additional 
role of director of OCEPP. In that latter role, Ennis 
has had several occasions to outline the special role 
the centre can play. At the most recent OCEPP 
policy conference, for example, Ennis speculated on 
how engineers might become even more engaged in 
public policy development.

“Policy-makers do rely on engineers to provide 
the data and information needed to support [policy] 
options,” Ennis said. “Yet those options are typically 
formulated well in advance of any engagement on 

the issue by engineers, even though an engineering perspective could 
often radically alter the understanding of the problem.”

Ennis has repeatedly urged engineers interested in policy work to 
“incorporate the mechanisms used by other policy-makers into their 
own way of thinking.” One of OCEPP’s ongoing challenges will be to 
seek new ways to combine engineering with public policy engagement. 
A second challenge is to avoid the scenario in which technically supe-
rior ideas are ignored simply because of engineers’ failure to recognize 
that pertinent non-technical issues play an important role in the public 
policy process.

But with a seven-year track record to draw on, OCEPP’s advisory 
board is keen to maintain the engineering-public policy momentum. 
This burden may be lightened with the rise of new university programs 
dedicated to linking engineering and public policy and governments’ 
heightened awareness, through PEO’s government liaison efforts, that 
including a technical perspective early in the development of relevant 
public policy can yield a better final result.

Clockwise from top left: 
Bernard Ennis, P.Eng., OCEPP director (standing), moderates a panel 
discussion on the future of high-rise buildings at the 2012 Public Policy 
Conference. Panel participants included, left to right, John Straube, PhD, 
P.Eng., Tim Gorley and Mark Brook, P.Eng.

Tim Hudak, MPP, former leader of the Ontario PC party, with former 
PEO president Diane Freeman, P.Eng., FEC, at the 2010 Public Policy 
Conference.

Former PEO CEO/registrar Kim Allen, P.Eng., FEC (left), with Franklin 
Holtforster, P.Eng., PMP, president and CEO, MHPM Project Managers 
Inc., at the 2010 Public Policy Conference.
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Significant challengeS to  
the engineering profeSSion

By Peter DeVita, MBA, P.Eng., FEC

ThE accElERaTING pacE of technological change con-
tinues to push the engineering profession into major issues. 
These must be addressed to allow PEO to function effectively 
(“doing the right things”) and be relevant to members, the 
provincial government and the people of Ontario.

Two large issues face PEO that, if ignored, will become 
more severe as time passes, even threatening PEO’s existence. 
They are:
1. The need to increase the entrance qualifications to obtain 

a P.Eng.; and
2. The need to restructure our governance so it’s able to 

embrace new areas of practice in response to the accelerat-
ing pace of growth in science and technology.

EntrancE qualifications
Engineering in Canada is the only remaining senior profes-
sion that can be entered directly from high school. All others 
require a bachelor’s degree before the profession’s specific 
training can be started. Former PEO president Walter Bilan-
ski, P.Eng., FEC, convened a conference on this point in June 
2007 with much controversial discussion.

The facts that we face now are summarized as follows: 
(a) About 30 US states have already implemented a four-year 

degree for their technologist level. In short, this suggests 
that a US technologist is equivalent to a Canadian engi-
neer. That is not a comparison we want made vis-à-vis 
Canadian engineers (Musselman 3, 4);

(b) At the National Council of Examiners for Engineer-
ing and Surveying (NCEES) annual general meeting in 
August 2014, NCEES stepped back from its year 2000 
Model Law additions. These had proposed that starting 
in 2020, a master’s degree would be required for the PE 
designation, or a bachelor’s degree plus 30 continuing 
education units (Musselman 5). This would have meant 
that students of engineering beginning in 2015 would 
need to meet the new standards. NCEES recognized that 
since no states had followed its lead, it had created a con-
fusing situation for new students of engineering. It has 
opted to remove clauses from its Model Law and is creat-
ing a position statement on what it believes should occur. 
The problem of under-qualification remains, but how 
US engineers will address it remains unclear. The impli-
cations for Canada are clear. US engineers are 15 years 
ahead of Canada in attempting to address the licensing 

qualification issue. Canadian engineers are still waking up 
to understanding what it’s about; and

(c) Irrespective of the above external forces, growth in tech-
nology and social requirements find our new graduating 
engineers lacking. There is a desperate need for higher-
level degrees to add both design abilities and soft skills 
(Musselman 5). University of Toronto professor Gordon 
Slemon, PhD, would often remind us that “design is the 
essence of engineering.” Yet, our engineering schools are 
hard pressed to teach design. Our engineering programs 
at the bachelor’s level are focused on the mathemat-
ics and science needed to give us solid analytical skills. 
Design increasingly requires specialization, synthesis and 
creativity in looking at the world. These can be enhanced 
via the proper academics at a master’s and doctorate level. 
In addition, engineers must develop better communica-
tion skills (Musselman 5). A great idea will not succeed 
if no one can be convinced it’s great. Several engineering 
schools have already picked up on these gaps by offer-
ing a dual degree program (engineering bachelor’s and 
MBA), providing many of the enhanced skills. 

We are falling behind in our engineering academic require-
ments. It will take a few years to mobilize Canada’s engineering 
community into action on this point. The universities (and now 
the colleges offering engineering degrees) will need to be part 
of the discussions. University faculties could elect to offer pre-
engineering schools whose graduates can continue on at the same 
faculty for their master’s, or simply offer the master’s programs. It 
should be noted that whereas in undergraduate work one profes-
sor may have 100 or more students in each class, a master’s level 
supervisor will have perhaps 10 per cent of such numbers. In any 
event, PEO has the ultimate authority in law to demand what 
it believes is in the best public interest for the minimum quali-
fication of a P.Eng. It will be up to the engineering faculties to 
determine the best routes to meet the standards.

Some believe that events are conspiring to push the Cana-
dian engineering profession into adopting a master’s degree (or 
its equivalent) as the minimum academic requirement for the 
P.Eng. Of course, a doctorate degree would put Canada at the 
forefront if we should be bold enough to make such a move.

nEw arEas of practicE
Accelerating expansion of profession 
Since 1922, the engineering profession has gone from five dis-
tinct disciplines to over 30. Originally, PEO council was set 
up to have all engineering disciplines represented on council. 
Three councillors (two elected and one appointed) repre-
sented each of the five disciplines of the day. There is merit in 
the concept that specific practice issues in a given area require 
members in that practice to voice them at PEO council so 
that the public interest can be better served. 

Today’s “engineering LGA” (lieutenant governor appoin-
tee) is a carryover from this concept. In the early 1990s, when 
the idea of appointing by engineering discipline was still 
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a tradition, the notion was to appoint one P.Eng. LGA of 
each recognized discipline. There are no longer enough seats 
on council to give every discipline one councillor, whether 
elected or appointed (DeVita, part 1, p. 97). (When I was 
appointed as an LGA in this period, for example, the registrar 
had pretty much given up on the idea of explaining to the 
attorney general the differences between types of engineers. It 
was good enough for a minister simply to find engineers to 
appoint, let alone specific types of engineers.)

The problem is compounded by the fact that new engineer-
ing disciplines (and specialties) are appearing more quickly as 
time goes by. This is related to the growth in new scientific 
knowledge leading eventually to new engineering practices, and 
there will be no slowing down in our lifetimes (DeVita, part 2, 
chapter 7). Only when humans learn all there is to know about 
the universe will the appearance of new engineering practices 
slow down. We do not foresee any such event! PEO must 
address this trend by ensuring engineering disciplines track the 
inevitable application of advances in science.

Natural science practices
The industrial exception (repealed but not fully promulgated) 
has given science school graduates the wrong impression. They 
have been led to believe that they can apply their work as they 
please because they are applying science. Clearly, under the 
Professional Engineers Act, this is not so even with the exception 
in the act. Applying science to work useful to humans is, by 
definition, engineering. Most engineering schools today award 
a bachelor of applied science degree as the main engineering 
degree in Ontario. When applying science to works that safe-
guard the public interest, the relevant practices must be done by 
licensed practitioners of engineering. At the moment, PEO is 
the only game in town to ensure this. 

This same reasoning applies to graduates of engineering 
schools, working perhaps as employees, but doing engineering for 
their employer. When the public interest is at stake, the practitio-
ner must be licensed, regardless of who is paying them.

Governance
In total, we now have some 50 disciplines (adding up all 
engineering and applied science disciplines) that PEO should/
could be regulating. Unfortunately, we do not do a very good 
job at even the original five areas of practice. In short, how we 
govern now and into the future needs a radical overhaul. Here 
are some things to think about along these lines: 
•	 A	PEO	council	of	over	50	members	is	impractical.	Our	

current council, at 29, is already unwieldy to the point of 
being ineffectual. Hence, having every engineering disci-
pline represented on council cannot be done. But, effective 
governance must have a way of responding to the street-
level issues of the day in every discipline practised; 

•	 The	key	in	bridging	this	governance	gap	can	be	seen	
in the way PEO has evolved already. In the early days, 
council did admissions by discipline via the three coun-
cillors for that discipline (DeVita, part 1, chapter 6). In 

short, council did everything to effect licensure. Over 
time, the simple volume of applicants made this imprac-
tical for part-time volunteer councillors. So the Academic 
Requirements Committee (ARC) and the Experience 
Requirements Committee (ERC) and the other peer 
review committees formed, basically relieving council of 
administrative tasks. In terms of organizational culture, 
this has moved council from a hierarchical mode of 
thinking and acting to an egalitarian mode; and

•	 Critical	issues	to	any	new	discipline	are:	
 o  How new members are admitted (ARC/ERC/regis-

tration), 
 o  How current members are ejected (complaints and 

discipline),
 o  How practices are protected so only licensed practi-

tioners do them (enforcement), and
 o  How current practitioners are helped with new 

guidelines and standards for each discipline (via 
PEO’s Professional Standards Committee).

Using such peer review committees rather than council 
provides us the tools we need to effectively govern an ever-
expanding profession.

Discipline specific
In all these cases, we now have committees for these tasks. We 
must become a proactively, discipline-specific organization to 
regulate effectively. Our regulatory committees have always 
operated like this out of necessity, in spite of council’s insis-
tence that the P.Eng. is a universal designation.

It is here at the regulatory committee level that new areas 
of practice can have explicit representation and recognition 
via a formal appointment process approved by council. Under 
this model, council’s role moves to a pure policy body. Its role 
is to deliberate on new areas of emerging practice and how to 
integrate them for full proper licensure.

It is also council’s role to ensure that all its regulatory 
committees are adequately funded and staffed, both volun-
teers and staff support. Key performance indices (KPIs) are 
a great way to keep tabs so council can look into areas that 
are having problems. Discipline-specific versions of two KPIs 
already in PEO’s new strategic plan (www.peo.on.ca/index.
php/ci_id/28289/la_id/1.htm) are particularly useful here–the 
uptake (or capture) rate and what I refer to as the “licence 
coverage rate.”

Uptake (capture) rate measures the percentage of graduates 
who obtain their P.Eng. The licence coverage rate measures 
the percentage of members who have definable rights to 
practise in the engineering work they do (current Engineers 
Canada statistics tell us this amounts to fewer than 30 per 
cent of Canadian P.Engs).

The Ontario Health Disciplines Act, the College of Trades 
(2009) and the Quebec Office of the Professions are existing 
examples of overview boards governing a diversity of disci-
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peter DeVita, MBa, p.Eng., FEc, is a former pEO president.
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plines. PEO needs to examine these formally so it can develop 
its own plan on how to proceed.

Activity in new credentialing organizations
In the last decade, Ontario has been moving towards licens-
ing or certifying pretty much all skilled occupations. The 
2009 creation of the Ontario College of Trades is a watershed 
event, which is likely unknown to most PEO members. 

It’s clear there is significant activity in Ontario towards 
the credentialing of skilled occupations, whether licensed or 
certified. There are more acts in the works with lobby groups 
organized to push for official recognition.

There are also several science organizations, like the Asso-
ciation of the Chemical Profession of Ontario, that already 
certify members (Obal). They need only a major incident/
example to show how the public interest is at stake in what 
they do (Thalidomide is one they could use already). Impact 
on the public interest is a necessary condition to justify licen-
sure. These organizations could potentially be in conflict with 
PEO over jurisdictions and scopes of practice. The well-being 
of Ontario and Canada is served better in avoiding conflicts 
like those we have had in the past over software engineering 
and the Ontario geoscientists.

conclusion
The basic point here is that Ontario society is moving on 
and PEO must adapt, preferably lead. If engineering does 
not keep up or help in leading the way, we will be bypassed. 
The issues raised are too big for impromptu answers, or to 
be ignored.

The Professional Organizations Committee (Spence, 
Swinton) and McRuer reports (McRuer) established the 
body of law behind Canada’s self-regulation approach to 
licensing professional practice. They recommend commis-
sions of public inquiry to examine new forms of licensure. 
This was done about 10 years ago to examine the trades. 
We, PEO (the members), missed it. Our inattention to 
Ontario legislative activity with respect to new licensing 
will be a big thorn in our side when we finally decide to 
do something. We must avoid being forced into late action 
again, as in the software engineering dispute. If we organize 
and project the obvious into the future, we can take action 
now to benefit all stakeholders.

Planned, co-operative and harmonious action now will 
help Ontario move into the future on the hoped-for positive 
economic wave. The alternative is continued internal dysfunc-
tion and self-destruction of the province.

It behooves us, at the very least, to set up a task force for 
each of the two major issues described herein. Council needs 
good field data to make considered decisions on how regula-
tion and governance of the profession should proceed. 
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thE ncEEs ModEl law  
structural EnginEEr (MlsE)

 
The United States is taking steps to formally recognize spe-
cific disciplines (NcEES, Musselman 3). california did this 
in 1925 when it started off licensing civil engineers, not 
professional engineers like the rest of the US. The NcEES’ 
new Model law Structural Engineer (MlSE) standard applies 
for structural engineers, while others must meet the Model 
law Engineer (MlE) standard. like canada, the US licensing 
boards were established about a century ago. at the time, 
civil engineering work was the focus of licensing attention. 
The state boards were set up with this in mind, accounting 
for the licensing of engineers, surveyors and architects by 
the same board in each state. 

While the US has the hurdle of changing a state law 
to expand the scope of modern-day engineering practice, 
canada does not. canadians have recognized many new dis-
ciplines, but, unfortunately, similar to the US, have not been 
very good at establishing proper exclusive rights to practise 
for those new areas. Our forefathers in the early 1900s 
seemed to have grasped the concepts of licensure far better 
than we do today. We must do better for both the profes-
sion and the public interest. 

acknowledgement: The author wishes to acknowledge the 
assistance of pEO councillor Roger Jones, p.Eng., MBa, in 
reviewing this paper and offering helpful improvements.
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[ DATEPAD ]

MArch 2015

March 26 
6th Ontario FIT &  
Renewable Energy Forum, 
Toronto, ON 
www.ofit2015.com 

March 26 
Engineering Innovations 
Forum: Engineering  
Pan Am Games,  
Toronto, ON 
www.EIForum.ca

March 31-april 1 
SPE Progressing Cavity 
Pumps Conference,  
Calgary, AB 
www.spe.org/events/
pcp/2015

April 2015

april 8-10 
Mach 2015 Conference, 
Annapolis, MD 
machconference.org

april 8-10 
Mari-Tech Conference & 
Exhibition,  
Vancouver, BC 
www.mari-tech.org 

april 12-14 
Sustainable Design &  
Manufacturing 2015, 
Seville, Spain 
sdm-15.kesinternational.
org

april 12-15 
Novel Technologies  
in Microscopy,  
Vancouver, BC 
www.osa.org

april 12-16 
20th International  
Conference on Wear  
of Materials,  
Toronto, ON 
wearofmaterialsconference.
com

april 13-14 
Practical Machine 
Foundation Design 
Workshop,  
Calgary, AB 
www.gic-edu.com

april 13-16 
IEEE International  
Systems Conference,  
Vancouver, BC 
ieeesyscon.org

april 14-15 
Arctic Oil & Gas North 
America Conference,  
St. John’s, NL 
www.ibcenergy.com/
event/arcticnorthamerica

april 17-18 
International Oil & Gas 
Pipeline Conference,  
Delhi, India 
www.asmeconferences.
org/ioGPC2015 

april 24 
PEO Order of Honour 
Gala,  
Toronto, ON 
www.peo.on.ca

april 25 
PEO Annual General  
Meeting,  
Toronto, ON 
www.peo.on.ca

april 26-29 
11th Global Congress  
on Process Safety,  
Austin, TX 
www.aiche.org

april 28-29 
Partners in  
Prevention 2015,  
Mississauga, ON 
www.wsps.ca/Partners-In-
Prevention/Conference

MAy 2015

May 3-6 
28th Canadian Conference 
on Electrical &  
Computer Engineering,  
Halifax, NS 
ewh.ieee.org/reg/ccece15

May 4-7 
Offshore Technology 
Conference,  
Houston, TX 
2015.otcnet.org

May 13-15 
Renewable Cities  
Global Learning Forum,  
Vancouver, BC 
www.renewablecities.ca

May 14-15 
Canadian Hydropower 
Association 2015 Forum  
on Hydropower,  
Ottawa, ON 
www.hydroforum.ca/
node/4

May 27-30 
CSCE Annual Conference, 
Regina, SK 
www.csce2015.ca

May 31-June 3 
Canadian Engineering  
Education Association 
Annual Conference: 
Experiential Engineering 
Education,  
Hamilton, ON 
https://ceea.ca/en/
conferences/

cAll for pApers

august 17-19 
Smart H2O Summit,  
San Francisco, CA 
Abstracts due:  
april 15, 2015 
tinyurl.com/mlmm4wb
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Notice of ANNuAl GeNerAl MeetiNG
In accordance with section 20 of By-Law No. 1, which relates 
to the administrative affairs of PEO, the 2015 Annual General 
Meeting (AGM) of the Association of Professional Engineers  
of Ontario will be held on Saturday, April 25, 2015, commencing 
at 8:30 a.m. at the Westin Harbour Castle, 1 Harbour Square, 
Toronto. No registration is required.

As noted in section 17 of By-Law No. 1, the AGM of PEO 
is held for the following purposes: to lay before members the 
reports of the council and committees of the association; to 
inform members of matters relating to the affairs of the as-
sociation; and to ascertain the views of the members present at 
the meeting on matters relating to the affairs of the association. 
Officers of PEO and other members of both the outgoing and 
incoming councils will be in attendance to hear such views  
and to answer questions. PEO President David Adams, P.Eng., 
FEC, will preside and present his annual report to the AGM. 
The president-elect, officers and councillors for the 2015-2016 
term will take office at the meeting.

Process for making submissions to the 2015 AGM
Submissions by members at PEO’s AGM are a vehicle for 
members in attendance to express their views on matters 
relating to the affairs of the association, but are not binding 
on council. A member submission should clearly describe the 

issue being addressed and indicate how it advances the objects 
of the Professional Engineers Act, which define the mandate 
and responsibilities of PEO. To ensure member submissions 
receive proper consideration at the AGM, members must sub-
mit typed submissions to Registrar Gerard McDonald, P.Eng., 
MBA, by no later than 4:00 p.m., Friday, April 10, 2015. 
Submissions must be signed by the mover and seconder, either 
of whom must be present at the meeting. Submissions may be 
sent by fax to 416-224-9527 or 800-268-0496, or by letter.  
A guidance document on the content and format of submissions 
is available from the AGM page of the PEO website at  
www.peo.on.ca. Submissions received by the April 10, 2015 
deadline will be published on the AGM page of the PEO  
website and included as part of the registration package.

Member submissions will be referred to the Executive 
Committee or council for consideration after the AGM. The 
mover and seconder of a member submission will be invited to 
address the submission at the meeting at which the submission  
is to be considered.

Gerard McDonald, P.eng., MBA, registrar

During the meeting
PEO’s 2015 AGM will be conducted on Saturday, April 25 
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and continue, if necessary, from 
2:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Consideration of member submissions 
will begin at approximately 9:30 a.m. Submissions will be 
published to PEO’s website before the meeting and included 
in members’ registration packages.

The president will chair the portion of the meeting dealing 
with member submissions and manage the discussion. His 
direction must be respected.

The mover and/or seconder of a submission will be given 
up to 10 minutes to present their submission to the AGM. 
When time permits, members at the AGM may make com-
ments of up to two minutes on the submission. The mover 
and/or seconder of a submission will be allowed two minutes  
for a closing statement. Members will then vote on the sub-
mission as an expression of the views of those present at  
the meeting.

In circumstances where the overall time allocation will not 
permit the above timing, the total amount of available time for 
submissions will be divided evenly among the number of submis-
sions, and movers and seconders of submissions will be informed.

following the meeting
Member submissions will be referred to the 2015-2016 Executive 
Committee or council to consider whether to initiate any  
action on them. The mover or seconder will be invited to 
address the submission in detail at the meeting at which the 
submission is to be considered.

All submissions to the 2015 AGM will be considered 
during the 2015-2016 year, and their disposition reported to 
council and at the 2016 AGM.

Disposition of submissions to the 2015 AGM will be 
published on the PEO website and updated periodically, if 
necessary. Progress on 2015 submissions will also be published 
in Engineering Dimensions following the 2016 AGM.

 ProceDures for ADDressiNG suBMissioNs At 2015 AGM
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Your business card here will reach 78,000  professional engineers. Contact: Beth Kukkonen,  

Dovetail Communications, 905-886-6640, ext. 306, fax: 905-886-6615, bkukkonen@dvtail.com

DEaDlINE fOR julY/auGuSt 2015 IS juNE 1, 2015. 
DEaDlINE fOR SEptEMBER/OCtOBER 2015 IS julY 27, 2015.

905-826-4546  
answers@hgcengineering.com 
www.hgcengineering.com

E x p e r t s  i n  M e a s u r e m e n t ,  A n a l y s i s  &  C o n t r o l

Terraprobe   since 1977

Consulting Geotechnical & Environmental Engineering
Construction Materials Inspection & Testing

subsurface investigations, foundations, tunnels, erosion, slope stability studies,  
Phase 1 & 2 environmental site assessments, contamination studies,

ground water availability, hydrogeology, septic tile bed design, pavements,
soil, asphalt, concrete, steel, roofing, shoring design, retaining wall design 

 Brampton  Barrie Sudbury Stoney Creek
 (905) 796-2650 (705) 739-8355 (705) 670-0460  (905) 643-7560 

www.terraprobe.ca

We’re 
specialists 
in residential 
projects.

416 489 1228 WWW.KHDAVIS.COM

Accused of Professional Misconduct?
We can help you protect your 
reputation. James Lane has  
acted for numerous engineers in 
defending professional negligence 
claims and for professionals in 
various disciplines in defending 
professional conduct charges.   

416-982-3807
www.lexcanada.com
jlane@lexcanada.com

Valcoustics.indd   1 4/5/13   12:16 PM

Beth Kukkonen  
bkukkonen@dvtail.com
905.886.6640, ext 306

Gillian Thomas  
gthomas@dvtail.com 
905.886.6640, ext 308

To advertise within  
the Professional 
Directory, contact:

Earthworks, Foundations, Excavations, Slopes, Tunnels, Pavements, Dams, Mines, Drainage  
Site Investigation, Site Assessment, Hazmat Surveys, Risk Assessment, Site Remediation  
Soil, Rock, Groundwater, Contaminants, Aggregates, Concrete, Asphalt, Steel, Roofing, since 1984

Earth Engineering and Environmental Services
Geotechnical • GeoEnvironmental • Hydrogeology • Construction QA

238 Galaxy Blvd., Toronto, Canada   M9W 5R8   416 674 1770   www.sarafinchin.com

No time for your own financial planning?
We can help!

Fairwealth Financial Inc.
2 County Court Blvd. (4th Floor), 
Brampton, ON L6W 3W8

Retirement Planning
Tax Planning & EFILE
Investments*

Insurance & Risk Management
Abraham Jacob, MBA, CPA, CGA

abraham@fairwealth.ca  /  (647) 527 6175  /  www.fairwealth.ca

* Mutual funds available through Sterling Mutuals Inc.
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[ LETTERS ]

Renewed hope foR Canada?
Re: “Made in canada” (Engineering 
Dimensions, letters, November/Decem-
ber 2014, p. 71)

The corrosion resistance afforded 
by stainless steel has been well docu-
mented, and the author of this letter, 
Frank N. Smith, p.Eng., has been a 
tireless advocate of its advantages. 
however, I would like to point out 
that while there are currently no fully 
integrated stainless steel production 
facilities in canada, Ontario does have 
a producer of stainless steel primary 
products. aSW Steel Inc. of Welland, 
Ontario, is manufacturing a wide vari-
ety of stainless steel grades in ingot 
and billet form using advanced melt-
ing and refining practices. perhaps the 
combination of Ontario’s chromite ore 
deposits and aSW’s melting technol-
ogy may lead to investment in rolling 
and finishing facilities, resulting in 
canada once again having a dynamic 
and vibrant stainless steel industry. 
We can only hope.
David G. Pastirik, P.Eng., Welland, ON

a simple solution?
If the concern about the Ontario 
Building Code Act amendments 
described in the November/December 
2014 news section is still unresolved, 
the situation is quite pathetic (“PEO 
still concerned about Building Code Act 
amendment’s unintended consequences,” 
p. 10). The role of a chief building official is 
to approve or refuse the issue of building permits. That clearly 
requires a range of authority or the position is meaningless. 
Surely, one of the exceptions to the requirement to issue a 
permit must be if the building construction or design, in the 
opinion of the chief building official, does not meet one or 
more statutory or regulatory requirement(s) of the Province of 
Ontario. 

If so, the solution to the apparent dilemma is quite simple. 
Do not specifically identify the acts for either of the profes-
sional associations in the text of the legislation, but rely on 
the fact that there are statutory and regulatory requirements 
that arise from them:
8.(2)  The chief building official shall issue a permit 

referred to in subsection 1 unless:
8.(2)(b1)  In the opinion of the chief building official the 

design and construction of the proposed build-
ing may not comply with a statutory or regulatory 
requirement of the Province of Ontario. 

8.(2.3)(a)  If the chief building official refuses to issue a per-
mit he or she shall inform the applicant of all of 
the reasons for the refusal of the permit and shall 
do so within the period prescribed by regulation. 
2002, c.9, s.14(2); and 

8.(2.3)(b)  If the refusal of the chief building official to issue a 
permit, is pursuant to 8.(2)(b1), he or she shall also 
inform the designated representative of the entity 
or entities whose statutory or regulatory authority 
has, in his or her opinion, not been recognized in 
the application and shall do so within the period 
prescribed by regulation. 2002, c.9, s.14(2); and 

8.(2.3)(c)  The entity or entities, which the chief building 
official has informed of his or her refusal and all 
the reasons for it, shall respond within the period 
prescribed by regulation. 2002, c.9, s.14(2) (or 
whatever is appropriate).

I sincerely hope we are not, as a responsible professional 
institution, involved here in childish gamesmanship, but are 
only solving a problem for chief building officials.
Robert M. Bennett, P.Eng., Ottawa, ON

Photo: ASW Steel Inc.
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[  [  
Letters to the editor are welcomed, but must be kept to 

no more than 500 words, and are subject to editing for 

length, clarity and style. Publication is at the editor’s dis-

cretion; unsigned letters will not be published. The ideas 

expressed do not necessarily reflect the opinions and poli-

cies of the association, nor does the association assume 

responsibility for the opinions expressed. Emailed letters 

should be sent with “Letter to the editor” in the subject 

line. All letters pertaining to a current PEO issue are also 

forwarded to the appropriate committee for information. 

Address letters to jcoombes@peo.on.ca.

anotheR view
Reading pat Quinn’s Viewpoint 
column in the November/Decem-
ber 2014 edition of Engineering 
Dimensions (“We have to start 
somewhere,” p. 46) reminded 
me of one of my father’s many 
little wisdom quotes: “If you 
have nothing good to say about 
someone, say nothing at all.”

I am referring in particular to 
the paragraph with the words: 
“I still wonder today about....” I 
was extremely embarrassed even 
to the point of being incensed 
that a fellow engineer and 
acquaintance of many years, 
of whom I have had such great 
respect, would write a seem-
ingly uncharitable and highly 
judgmental thought about the 
men who had been driven from 
the killing room at the ready 
gunpoint of a madman fully 
intent on killing.

One might think the same of 
the terrified captive passengers 
in the three planes used for such 
murderous effect on 9/11, but we 
would never say it! Some of us 
have been direct victims of the 
actions of anonymous and brutal 
terrorists and know how abso-
lutely devastating it is to feel so 
utterly helpless in that situation. 

Shame is not a word that fits 
in these circumstances.

hindsight and a 25-year dis-
tance would perhaps beg the 
question illustrated by the cool 
cats pulling the fire alarm on 
hollywood sets in hopes of dis-
tracting the gunman with noise 
and drenching sprinkler water. 
The costs of experience are 
immeasurable and it’s similar to 
the city installing traffic lights in 
a busy residential neighbourhood 
after a young mother is maimed 

Keeping avRo histoRy alive
I was very pleased to read the piece on the Avro 

Arrow and Jim Floyd in our January/February 2015 
issue of Engineering Dimensions (“Avro remem-
bered,” p. 38).

The Arrow history must never be forgotten. A 
colossal mistake was made by its cancellation–not 
just the loss of the aircraft, tragic enough, but for 
the loss of skilled airframe and power-plant engi-
neers and technicians to Canada. Additionally, 
the single-minded destruction of the prototypes is 
unforgivable, malicious in the extreme.

On the positive side, the story of Jim Floyd was 
most instructive in that his Avro apprenticeship gave 
him hands-on ability and experience in several areas 
of the industry, something most engineering gradu-
ates today don’t get in the various disciplines they 
enter. Some of us in the “Take Back Manufacturing” 
forum are trying to address this via the notion of an 
“integrated industrial learning system” from Grade 12  
to P.Eng. licensure, with options, as desired, to 
pause or remain at the trade, technician and tech-
nologist levels.

As you said, a static model of the CF-105 Arrow 
used to be at the Canadian Air and Space Museum 
(CASM), Downsview, until we were thrown out a 
while back! Museum material, including the par-
tially restored WWII Lancaster bomber (Mark X, 
number FM-104), is now stored near Pearson air-
port pending a new museum site. Actually, I used to 
volunteer at the CASM Downsview site, restoring 

and her infant killed in a tragic 
pedestrian motorist accident.

I think pat should have omit-
ted that entire paragraph from 
an otherwise thoughtful and 
well-meaning article. I have 
spoken with pat regarding the 
Montreal incident (then and 
now), women’s role in the pro-
fessions and I am nevertheless 
grateful for writers like him who 
provoke us into better thinking, 
actions and change. I have two 
dear and smart daughters and 
one equally brilliant granddaugh-
ter, and I love and cherish them 
with the same value and love I 
have for my three dear sons and 
six grandsons. Would I die for my 
daughters first, and sons second? 
Now, there’s the rub!

First responders (my son is 
one) and campus risk manag-
ers are much better equipped 
and trained today in this world 
of increasing terrorism. I am a 
proud canadian citizen glad to 
live in a country of equal oppor-
tunity for all and where post 
trauma stress is now better dealt 
with like any other wound.

I trust that pat Quinn and 
other thinkers and writers will 
continue to prod us to “start 
somewhere!”
Noel V. Dickie, P.Eng., Toronto, ON

continued on p. 54
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original Lancaster avionics (Bendix, in Canada, different from 
in the UK). I got the communications receiver and crew inter-
phone working and was about to tackle the more complicated 
radio direction finding (RDF) receiver when the museum 
closed. Pearson airport is now a bit too far for me to go regu-
larly for volunteer work!
Roger Jones, P.Eng., Thornhill, ON 

Did You Know? YOu’RE IN 
CHARGE OF YOuR SuBSCRIPTION

Now that Engineering Dimensions 
has gone digital, you can manage 
your magazine subscription options 
with the click of a button. 

Want to update your email 
address or switch back to the  
print copy? Simply go to  
www.peo.on.ca and click on 
the licence holder services tab. 
Your subscription options can be 
changed in your online profile.

continued from p. 53
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handy one online 
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We offer coverage 
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The TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program is underwritten by SECURITY NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY. It is distributed by Meloche Monnex Insurance and Financial Services Inc. in Quebec, by Meloche Monnex Financial Services Inc.  
in Ontario, and by TD Insurance Direct Agency Inc. in the rest of Canada. Our address: 50 Place Crémazie, Montreal (Quebec) H2P 1B6.

Due to provincial legislation, our auto and recreational vehicle insurance program is not offered in British Columbia, Manitoba or Saskatchewan. 
*Average based on the home and auto premiums for active policies on July 31, 2014 of all of our clients who belong to a professional or alumni group that has an agreement with us when compared to the premiums they would have 
paid with the same insurer without the preferred insurance rate for groups and the multi-product discount. Savings are not guaranteed and may vary based on the client’s profile.

® The TD logo and other TD trade-marks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.

Ask for your quote today at 1-866-269-1371
or visit melochemonnex.com/peo 
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Because you’ve earned it.

At TD Insurance we believe your efforts should 

be recognized. That’s why, as a professional 

engineer in Ontario member, you have access 

to the TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program, 

which offers you preferred insurance rates 

and highly personalized service, along with 

additional discounts. Request a quote and 

find out how much you could save!  

Our extended business hours make it easy.  
Monday to Friday: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Saturday: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

On average, professionals  
who have home and auto 
insurance with us 

save $400.*
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